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Abstract
Since their discovery in the 1950’s by Erdős and Rényi, network theory (the study
of objects and their associations) has blossomed into a full-fledged branch of math-
ematics. Due to the network’s flexibility, diverse scientific problems can be refor-
mulated as networks and studied using a common set of tools. I define a network
G = (V,E) composed of two parts: (i) the set of objects V , called nodes, and (ii)
set of relationships (associations) E, called links, that connect objects in V . We can
extend the classic network of nodes and links by describing the intensity of these asso-
ciations with weights. More formally, weighted networks augment the classic network
with a function f(e) from links to the real line, uncovering powerful ways to model
real-world applications.
This thesis studies new ways to construct robust micro powergrids, mine people’s
perceptions of causality on a social network, and proposes a new way to analyze
crowdsourcing all in the context of the weighted network model.
The current state of Earth’s ecosystem and intensifying climate calls on scientists
to find new ways to harvest clean affordable energy. A microgrid, or neighborhood-
scale powergrid built using renewable energy sources attached to personal homes,
suggest one way to ameliorate this energy crisis. We can study the stability (robust-
ness) of such a small-scale system with weighted networks. A novel use of weighted
networks and percolation theory guides the safe and efficient construction of power
lines (links, E) connecting a small set of houses (nodes, V ) to one another and weights
each power line by the distance between houses. This new look at the robustness of
microgrid structures calls into question the efficacy of the traditional utility. The next
study uses the twitter social network to compare and contrast causal language from
everyday conversation. Collecting a set of 1 million tweets, we find a set of words
(unigrams), parts of speech, named entities, and sentiment signal the use of informal
causal language. Breaking a problem difficult for a computer to solve into many parts
and distributing these tasks to a group of humans to solve is called Crowdsourcing.
My final project asks volunteers to ‘reply’ to questions asked of them and ‘supply’
novel questions for others to answer. I model this ‘reply and supply’ framework as
a dynamic weighted network, proposing new theories about this network’s behavior
and how to steer it toward worthy goals.
This thesis demonstrates novel uses of, enhances the current scientific literature
on, and presents novel methodology for, weighted networks.
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3.1 Measuring the differences between causal and control documents. (A)
Examples of processed documents tagged by Parts-of-Speech (POS) or
Named Entities (NEs). Unigrams highlighted in red (yellow) are in the
bottom 10% (top 10%) of the labMT sentiment scores. (B) Log Odds
ratios with 95% Wald confidence intervals for the most heavily skewed
unigrams, POS, and all NEs between the causal and control corpus.
POS tags that are plural and use Wh-pronouns (that, what, which,
...) are more common in the causal corpus, while singular nouns and
list items are more common in the controls. Finally, the ‘Person’ tag
is the only NE less likely in the causal corpus. Certain unigrams were
censored for presentation only, not analysis. All shown odds ratios
were significant at the α = 0.05 level except LS (List item markers). 30
3.2 “Cause-trees” containing the most probable n-grams terminating at
(left) or beginning with (right) a chosen root cause-word (see Methods).
Line widths are log proportional to their corresponding n-gram fre-
quency and bar plots measure the 4-gram per-document rateN(4-gram)/D.
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From discovering infrastructure weaknesses in our internet [6, 29, 45] to explaining
the intensity of our social connections [66, 16, 36, 117, 167], complex networks per-
meate many branches of science [144, 76, 8, 61, 166]. Fields like power systems, social
network analysis, and neuroscience easily lend themselves to network study achieving
important breakthroughs, while many other fields adopted network theory as a way
to mold onerous scientific problems into solvable forms. It is the flexibility of network
analysis, a simple description of objects and associations, that drives a plethora of
new applications, and with numerous applications and benefits to future scientific en-
deavor, studying and contributing to the theory and applications of networks becomes
a worthy goal of this thesis.
1.1 Network Theory
From the 1700’s to just before Erdős and Rényi’s publication in the 1960’s and
motivated by practical problems, a network was considered a set of nodes (V ) bound
together by a set of static links (E). Euler was the first to study networks with his
‘Bridge of Konigsburg’ problem [52] which asked if a single person could cross every
bridge in Konigsburg exactly once and return to their starting position. Further
applications, like the enumeration of chemical polymers and the study of voltage
across an electrical circuit motivated great minds such as Kirchoff, Cayley, and Polya.
While these types of applications were suitable for static networks, Erdős and Rényi’s
innovation [48, 47, 49] defined a network as a set of objects called nodes accompanied
by a set of probabilistic relationships between nodes called links. This monumental
mathematical discovery, coined the Erdős Rényi (ER) network G(N, p), defines a fixed
set of N nodes and a uniform probability p that any two nodes can connect.
One important finding suggests a network’s degree distribution informs us about
this network’s function. A network’s degree distribution assigns a probability p(k) to
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each possible degree (number of links) a node can take, characterizing the structure
of the network. Two important degree distributions discussed in this thesis are the
powerlaw and Erdős-Rényi distribution. When a network follows a powerlaw degree
distribution
(p(k|γ) ∼ k−γ) (1.1)
very few (many) nodes contain a sizable (modest) number of links, and this imbalance
implies the overall connectivity of the network relies on a small number of important
nodes. This distribution was introduced by Yule, Polya, and further generalized by
Simon [154] who showed the ‘rich-get-richer’ story leads to a powerlaw distribution.
Simon’s dynamical model that gives rise to a powerlaw distribution is simple. Begin
with a single object of a specific genre. At each time step t, a new object enters
the system and takes on a never before seen genre with probability ρ, or a previous
genre with probability 1 − ρ. If the object must take a previous genre, it does so
with probability proportional to the size of objects already in each genre (i.e. a genre
with double the number of members has double the probability to accrue new objects
of the same genre). This simple mechanism was later re-discovered by Barabasi and
Albert in the context of networks and their degree distribution.
Contrary to a power law degree distribution, an Erdős-Rényi network’s degree




This distribution arises from taking a fixed number of nodes and adding in a fixed
number of links between nodes at random. As one holds the proportion of links to
nodes constant and increases the network size, a Poisson distribution arises.
This new field of stochastic networks opened up new doors to applications like the
break down of chemical bonds [125, 107] and the connectedness of social networks [57,
104, 124, 64], but these networks lack further information about the intensity of
relations between nodes and links.
1.2 Weighted Networks
Weighted networks extend probabilistic networks by associating strengths to the
existing relationships between nodes. With weighted links, the structure of the links
and their intensity become important in describing the system. More formally, we
define a weighting function, f(i, j), that takes as input a link between any two objects
i and j, and represents their strength of association with a real value. Past work
attempts to discover how the connective structure of links and the heterogeneity of
weights on these links implies functional changes to a system [17, 158, 41].
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Arguably the first work on weighted networks begins with Granovetter’s strength
of weak ties [66]. Granovetter supposed the relationship strength between two indi-
viduals consists of a linear combination of length of time spent together, emotional
intensity, and intimacy, and further hypothesized that the stronger the bond between
two people the larger the proportion of common friends they share. Granovetter
hypothesized our weaker links are the key to extending our social network. These
people on the periphery of our social network provide us with diverse information,
and new contact compared to our strongly bonded homogenuous group of friends.
Since Granovetter’s work in social phenomena, we find numerous past applications of
weighted networks illustrated with applications such as: infrastructure and construc-
tion, genetics and the brain, epidemiological spread of disease, and social influence
between people.
Most civics research uses points of interest in the system as nodes and links two
points when people commute between them. Extending this model to weighted net-
works, past authors commonly weight links by the volume of (or capacity to handle)
traffic between the two corresponding points [19, 68, 60, 174], and find connections
between the linking pattern of networks and weights. For instance, Xu et.al [174] find
airports with the most traffic connect to similar high-traffic hubs, but also many low
traffic smaller cities. Genetics use weighted networks as models of gene interactions
in the body [76, 151]. Most often, authors define genes as nodes, associations between
genes as links, and weight pathways on the strength of activation (positive weight)
or inactivation (negative weight). Similar in structure, neuroscience defines weights
between regions of the brain based on blood flow patterns witnessed with functional
magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), andrelate disease with particular network met-
rics. Epidemiologists have modeled the spread of disease using weighted networks,
removing links with probability based on the strength of connection between contacts,
and measuring the final size of the number of infected as the average number of nodes
in the largest connected component [115, 89, 153]. Sociologists also study weighted
networks, often in the form of personal bonds between a social network of individuals.
Although civic studies, biology, and social science have a long history of publishing
on weighted networks, crowdsourcing literature lacks weighted network models, and
instead rely on Markov decision processes to form applied and theoretical results.
Markov decision processes start with a set of States S the system takes, set of actions
A a user can take to change the system state, the probability P (s|a) of moving to
state a given the system is in state s, and the reward R(s, a) for taking action a when
in state s. This model provides a solid mathematical framework for scientists to prove
optimality conditions for algorithms in specific state systems, but a weighted network
approach may open new doors.
This thesis work builds on weighted network methodology and its applications to
better model the structure of small power grids, discover linguistic markers of causal
3
language, and control a crowd of workers in a dynamic evolving network of tasks.
1.3 Structural Vulnerability and Ro-
bustness
Cascading failure and infrastructure vulnerability are important topics studied by
physicists and engineers [42, 33, 9, 173], many using weighted networks to describe
the system of loads and connections. Two major discoveries show opposing views
on how we should construct power grids; the first [4] links the degree distribution
of the power grid (structure) to robustness (function), and illustrates robust grids
distribute power lines more evenly than vulnerable grids. The second [28] discovery
shows negative aspects of building power grids with broad degree distributions when
they are interdependent on other external infrastructure.
In the case of a powergrid, the degree distribution relates the possible number
of load-to-load connections. A flatter degree distribution in a powergrid spreads
responsibility of the entire network over a larger set of generators and strengthens
overall connectivity. It was shown [4] a power grid constructed with a (skewed)
powerlaw degree distribution becomes vulnerable under targeted attack, but stays
robust to random attack. On the other hand, a broader degree distribution breaks
apart more easily under random attack, while targeted attacks do not pose a risk.
A targeted attack orders nodes from highest degree to lowest, and destroys nodes
one at a time descending down the list. This causes powerlaw distributed networks to
lose their most important nodes (highest degree) first, quickly fragmenting large por-
tions of the network. By equalizing the number of links each node contains, broader
distributed networks resist targeted attack due to the difference from one node’s de-
gree to the next is not as drastic as a powerlaw distributed network. In random attack,
powerlaw distributed networks have very few nodes with many connections, and the
probability of hitting these valuable nodes is much smaller than attacking a more
vital node in a broadly distributed network. This push and pull of structure, coupled
with attack strategy, assumed the power grid an independent entity and non-reliant
on other infrastructure.
This work was extended [28] by considering two interdependent networks, for ex-
ample the power grid and gas network, that rely on one another to function. The
model considered a within-network degree distribution (p()) and between-degree dis-
tribution (). The destruction model chooses a node from network A. In the first step,
the authors remove this node and neighboring within-network links. Any nodes in
network B linked to the attacked node in A are removed, and any links that con-
nect disparate sections of network A are removed in network B, effecting network
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B’s infrastructure. The results of interdependent structure’s impact on cascading
failure conflict with previous work on isolated power grid structure; broader degree
distributions between networks more heavily depend on one another, and losing a link
from one network percolates through both networks. Skewed distributions in both
networks depend less on another, and although a crucial node in one network (A)
is destroyed, the lack of reliance on the separate network (B) prevents a cascading
failure.
Gastner and Newman consider weighted networks while modeling construction [58,
60]. In their work, they consider constructing a network by placing links one by one,
minimizing average pairwise distance between any two nodes while also staying under
budget. Two weights are appended to each link between nodes i and j, the euclidean





where E represents the set of all links, and an effective distance
λ
√
ndij + (1− λ), (1.4)
with λ ∈ [0, 1] tuning construction of a topological network (small λ), or geometric
graph (large λ). The authors of [58] recover similar attribute to real-world topological
(network of airports) and planar graphs (road network). Authors of all three previous
works, and many others, show concrete properties of these networks by appealing to
the limit as the network grows to infinity. Our work considers the difficulties small
networks pose on construction, and we contribute to the conversation of power grid
structure and vulnerability by modeling microgrids. A microgrid consists of a small
array of houses connected together by a common source of energy [99, 7, 109]. The
microgrid idea, while used in military and industrial settings, has entered the limelight
as a sustainable alternative to the traditional hierarchical structure of the power grid.
Our work builds on Gastner and Newman’s network construction [58] by studying
how a small network’s construction can influence robustness. Specifically, we build
networks the same as in [58], but now percolate the network by moving to each link,
destroying this link with probability
pij ∼ qdαij (1.5)
where α ∈ [1,∞) and q ∈ [0, 1] serve as ‘damage’ parameters, and measure the largest
connected component that remains. Our main finding states that building non-spatial
networks (small λ) forms long links, and when these links are destroyed, quickly
fragments the network. On the other hand, networks with a more even distribution
of links maintain a higher robustness.
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1.4 Exploring Causality on Social net-
works
Social networks, with people represented as nodes and links demonstrating a social
connection between two people, have increasing importance in many scientific disci-
plines. Understanding how people exchange goods and services motivates economists
to explore social networks, while advertising attempts to abuse our social connections
for higher profits margins. The internet allows sociologists, like researchers at Face-
book [46], a limitless amount of data to probe complicated social hypothesis. Better
understanding social phenomena may better predict terrorist activity [100, 53], un-
derstand how we best motivate people toward using energy responsibly [71, 114, 132],
or even identifying novel causal links [67, 145].
Causality, the holy grail of science, remains hotly debated among scientists and
philosophers alike; previous linguistic work in this area focuses on (i) automatically
discovering new causal words and grammatical structure, (ii) mining causal links from
common textual sources, and (iii) predicting future events from a data-driven causal
model.
Most work on discovering linguistic patterns in text start with a template pat-
tern [63, 129, 62]. The causal templates patterns include sentences surrounded by the
word cause or any of its conjugations. Finding similar causal verbs amounts to find-
ing statistically unlikely similarities between other verb’s placement in sentences [62].
Many of the semantic features of text used for causal verb finding, like part-of-speech
tagging, rely on machine learning algorithms.
A similar view on finding causal verbs was applied to discovering causal links
between two concepts. Previous authors first determine whether or not a sentence
is causal and then locate the two noun phrases on each side of the verb. Statisti-
cally frequent noun-phrase pairs that occur on either side of the verb are described as
potential causal links [63]. Other techniques focus more intensely on the temporal ax-
iom, and one project in particular relates time-stamped textual topics to non-textual
time-stamped time series [93]. The authors from [93] use Latent Dirichlet Allocation
(LDA) to uncover topics within time stamped text. Causal relations are supposed
by correlating lagged topic coverage’s with non-textual time series, for example stock
prices or the ‘winner-takes-all’ Iowa market.
We build on previous causal work in computational linguistics by studying peo-
ple’s informal perceptions of causality. Our project combines frequency statistics on
linguistic components, document level topic analysis, and corpus wide sentiment anal-




The end of this thesis focuses on the weighted networks role in crowdsourcing.
The Crowdsourcing paradigm develops a solution by breaking the problem into man-
ageable pieces a human can complete and dealing these pieces out in parallel. A
researcher benefits from crowdsourcing a problem, over a more computational solu-
tion, in two ways: (i) humans can solve these tasks much easier and more accurately
than a computer and (ii) the task may require human ingenuity. the reCaptcha system
and galaxy zoo are good examples of a human’s ability to solve a problem a computer
cannot. The reCaptcha algorithm was produced after optical character recognition
(OCR) systems left specific words unidentified in a corpus of text. These missing
words are identified by giving them to individuals over the internet and asking them
to identify the word. After receiving three consecutive and agreeing answers the word
is considered identified. After a brief tutorial, Galaxy zoo asks users to classify differ-
ent types of pictures taken from space into one of many types of galaxies. Millions of
classifications are made by ‘citizen-scientists’ per hour, so much so, most astronomers
have trouble keeping up with the data. Human’s are excellent at visual classification
and inspection, making projects like reCaptcha and galaxy zoo instantly successful.
Other work in crowdsourcing focuses on our creativity capacity, rather than our abil-
ity to classify images visually. Threadless and Dell’s product storm showcase two
Crowdsourcing platforms that harness human ingenuity. An online retail company,
Threadless allows customers to design and purchase their custom made new cloth-
ing products. In the same vein, IdeaStorm helps the computer company Dell better
design computers for their consumers by letting them post creative improvements to
Dell, and vote on others ideas as good or bad. Dell can then find the most voted on
improvements to computer and consider altering their production line.
Past literature focuses on using humans to complete tasks accurately and effi-
ciently (minimal expenditure of resources), and theoretical work couches itself in the
Markov Decision process. The traditional crowdsourcing Markov decision process
(MDP) links the state of the system with the behavior of the workers. The actions
that the task-requester can make are monetary payments toward workers, and are of-
ten based on heuristic criterion. Finally, most formulations learn the state transitions
(worker behavior) from empirically collected data.
Crowdsourcing MDP literature designs optimal policies meant to pay workers to
acquire meaningful answers, but not overspend. One example measures a meaningful
answer (and worker) with Information Gain, computed as the entropy (H) before
the answer minus the current information. A positive (negative) number represents
a gain (loss) in task certainty. Payment schedules vary among studies but usually
include past worker answers, certainty of answers to tasks, and the probability of
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transitioning to specific system states (either positive of negative). [82, 35, 79]
Instead of taking the traditional Markov Decision Approach, my work models
crowdsourcing as a weighted network where links represent tasks for workers to com-
plete, and nodes symbolize pieces of a task that can may be used in other future
tasks. Weights for a task (link) account for worker’s answers, for example if the task
is a ‘Yes or No’ question the number of ‘Yes’s and ‘No’s will weight the link. In a
novel way, I map the crowdsourcing paradigm onto a weighted network, and can use
weighted network machinery to answer questions about the overall system of workers
and task completion.
A second contribution to crowdsourcing science was coupling human ingenuity
with accuracy and efficiency. Most crowdsourcing models are static in the number of
tasks to complete. Instead of assuming all tasks for a problem have been specified, I
assume hidden tasks for discovery and allow the workers themselves to supply guesses
at these hidden tasks. The system’s task-set now evolves. The crowdsourcer must
now balance exploration of the network through worker proposals, with using more
worker answers on tasks that are undecided.
This thesis ties together disparate applied fields with weighted network theory.
Percolation theory and Monte Carlo simulation show we can build robust networks
when constrained under a budget. Extracting information from the twitter social net-
work we find marked differences in how people use causal language. Finally, weighted
networks offer a natural way to describe and theorize about a team of workers working
together on a complex, growing set of questions. This work draws the starting-line
from which other scientists may run.
1.6 Summary
In Chapter 2 this thesis demonstrates, in detail, how weighted networks can help
determine a fully connected microgrid that remains as robust as possible under ran-
dom failure, and rediscovers classical results in grid vulnerability by random attack
on links proportional their length (weight). We randomly place 50 nodes in the unit
square and build connected networks that must (i) stay under budget and (ii) remain
fully connected. Robustness of each grid is examined by weighting the failure of links
proportional to their euclidean distance. We go on to show nodes that contain more
links are more likely to contain longer links, becoming key points of attack, and offer
advice to practitioners and future builders of microgrids.
Chapter 3 examines causality on the twitter social network and finds key differ-
ences in how everyday people discuss causality compared to other subjects. Collecting
approximately 1 million causal tweets and time-matched random tweets, we find dif-
ferences in how people use causal unigrams, parts of speech, and named entities. We
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continue to contrast causal with control tweets and group causal tweets into distinct
topics including: news, medicine, and social phenomena. Finally, we analyze the sen-
timent of causal versus control tweets and observe when people write about causality
they write more negatively.
Chapter 4 uses weighted networks to propose a novel "reply-and-supply" aspect
to crowd sourcing, and suggests probability matching to leverage exploring, through
human innovation, untouched parts of a task while at the same time exploiting the
crowd to gain more confidence on tasks that are less sure. Our crowdsourcing example
starts from a single word pair (words i and j) linked together, and asks workers "are
these synonyms" . After the workers answers yes or no, they are allowed to contribute
and explore the problem by suggesting a potential synonym to word i, synonym to
word j or a common synonym to both words i and j. We weight each link in the
network by the distribution of yes/no answers, and pick the next link to give a worker
based on link uncertainty.
In each chapter we show a different aspect of how weighted networks effectively
model and solve complex applied problems. The conclusion ties each chapter to-
gether into a cohenerent discourse on weighted network theory, social phenomena,
and crowdsourcing. This thesis inspires robustness micro grid construction, provides
insight into human perception of causality, and develops a new theory on crowdsourc-




ture via weighted networks
Abstract
Power lines, roadways, pipelines and other physical infrastructure are critical to
modern society. These structures may be viewed as spatial networks where geographic
distances play a role in the functionality and construction cost of links. Traditionally,
studies of network robustness have primarily considered the connectedness of large,
random networks. Yet for spatial infrastructure physical distances must also play a
role in network robustness. Understanding the robustness of small spatial networks
is particularly important with the increasing interest in microgrids, small-area dis-
tributed power grids that are well suited to using renewable energy resources. We
study the random failures of links in small networks where functionality depends on
both spatial distance and topological connectedness. By introducing a percolation
model where the failure of each link is proportional to its spatial length, we find that,
when failures depend on spatial distances, networks are more fragile than expected.
Accounting for spatial effects in both construction and robustness is important for
designing efficient microgrids and other network infrastructure.
2.1 Introduction
The field of complex networks has grown in recent years with applications across
many scientific and engineering disciplines [5, 120, 121]. Network science has gen-
erally focused on how topological characteristics of a network affect its structure
or performance [5, 29, 120, 159, 40, 121]. Unlike purely topological networks, spa-
tial networks [18] like roadways, pipelines, and the power grid must take physical
distance into consideration. Topology offers indicators of the network state, but ig-
noring the spatial component may neglect a large part of how the network functions
[168, 13, 28, 4]. For spatial networks in particular, links of different lengths may
have different costs affecting their navigability [96, 139, 30, 32, 31, 102] and construc-
tion [142, 58, 59, 60, 162].
Percolation [157] provides a theoretical framework to study how robust networks
are to failure [29, 123, 11, 150, 147]. In traditional bond percolation, each link in
the network is independently removed with a constant probability, and it is asked
whether or not the network became disconnected. Theoretical studies of percolation
generally assume very large networks that are locally treelike, often requiring millions
of nodes before finite-size effects are negligible. Yet many physical networks are far
from this size; even large power grids may contain only a few thousand elements.
There is a need to study the robustness of small spatial networks. Microgrids [99,
155, 69, 87] are one example. Microgrids are small-area (30–50 km), standalone power
grids that have been proposed as a new model for towns and residential neighbor-
hoods in light of the increased penetration of renewable energy sources. Creating
small robust networks that are cost-effective will enable easier introduction of the
microgrid philosophy to the residential community. Due to their much smaller ge-
ographic extent, an entire microgrid can be severely affected by a single powerful
storm, such as a blizzard or hurricane, something that is unlikely to happen to a
single, continent-wide power grid. Thus building on previous work, we consider how
robustness will be affected by spatial and financial constraints. The goal is to create
model networks that are both cost-effective, small in size, and at the same time to
understand how robust these small networks are to failures.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2.2 a previous model of
spatial networks is summarized. Section 2.3 contains a brief summary of percolation
on networks, and applies these predictions to the spatial networks. In Sec. 2.4 we
introduce and study a new model of percolation for spatial networks as an important
tool for infrastructure robustness. Section 2.5 contains a discussion of these results
and future work.
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2.2 Modeling infrastructure networks
In this work we consider a spatial network model introduced by Gastner & New-
man [59, 58, 60], summarized as follows. A network consists of |V | = N nodes
represented as points distributed uniformly at random within the unit square. Links
are then placed between these nodes according to associated construction costs and
travel distances. The construction cost is the total Euclidean length of all edges in
the network, ∑(i,j)∈E dij, where dij is the Euclidean distance between nodes i and j
and E is the set of undirected links in the network. This sum represents the capital
outlay required to build and maintain the network. When building the network, the
construction cost must be under a specified budget. Meanwhile, the travel distance
encapsulates how easy it is on average to navigate the network and serves as an ideal-
ized proxy for the functionality of the network. The degree to which spatial distance
influences this functionality is tuned by a parameter λ via an “effective” distance
deff(i, j) =
√
Nλdij + (1− λ).
Tuning λ toward 1 represents networks where the cost of moving along a link is
strongly spatial (for example, a road network) while choosing λ closer to 0 leads to
more non-spatial networks (for example, air transportation where the convenience
of traveling a route depends more on the number of hops or legs than on the total
spatial distance). To illustrate the effect of λ, we draw two example networks in
Fig. 2.1. Finally, the travel distance is defined as the mean shortest effective path
length between all pairs of nodes in the network. Taken together, we seek to build
networks that minimize travel distance while remaining under a fixed construction















where Π(s, t) is the set of links in the shortest effective path between nodes s and





does not affect the
optimization.) This optimization was solved using simulated annealing (see App. 2.6.1
for details) with a budget of 10 (as in [58]) and a size of N = 50 nodes. We focus on
such a small number of nodes to better mimic realistic microgrid scales. In this work,
to average results, 100 individual network realizations were constructed for each λ.
An important quantity to understand in these networks is the distribution of
Euclidean link lengths. If edges were placed randomly between pairs of nodes, the
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λ = 0 λ = 1
Figure 2.1: (Color online) Two optimized spatial networks with the same node coordinates
illustrate how λ influences network topology. The non-spatial case λ = 0 shows long-range
hubs due to the lack of restriction on edge distance; the spatial case λ = 1 lacks expensive
long distance links leading to a more geometric graph. As examples, the non-spatial case
may correspond to air travel where minimizing the number of flights a traveler takes on a
journey is more important than minimizing the total distance flown, while the spatial case
may represent a road network where the overall travel distance is more important than the
number of roads taken to reach a destination.
lengths would follow the square line picking distribution with mean distance 〈d〉 ≈
0.52141 [170]. Instead, the optimized network construction makes long links costly
and we observe (Fig. 2.2) that the probability distribution P (d) of Euclidean link
length d after optimization is well explained by a gamma distribution, meaning the
probability that a randomly chosen edge has length d is
P (d) = 1Γ(κ)θκd
κ−1e−d/θ, (2.2)
with shape and scale parameters κ > 0 and θ > 0, respectively. A gamma distribution
is plausible for the distribution of link lengths because it consists of two terms, a
power law and an exponential cutoff. This product contains the antagonism between
the minimization and the constraint in Eq. (2.1): Since longer links are generally
desirable for reducing the travel distance, a power law term with positive exponent
is reasonable, while the exponential cutoff captures the need to keep links short to
satisfy the construction budget and the fact that these nodes are bounded by the unit
square. See Fig. 2.2.
The fit of the gamma distribution was tested statistically using the Kolmogorov-
Smirnov test [112]. The test failed to reject the null hypothesis (p > 0.05) that the
distances follow a gamma distribution in 99.15% of all networks. This provides strong
evidence in favor of Eq. (2.2).
The network parameters were chosen under conditions that were general enough
to apply to any small network, for instance a microgrid in a small residential neighbor-





































Figure 2.2: (Color online) The distributions of Euclidean link lengths dij between nodes
i and j are well explained for all λ by gamma distributions, i.e. P (dij) ∝ dκ−1ij e−dij/θ.
(A) Maximum likelihood estimates of P (dij) for multiple λ. Two distributions are shifted
vertically for clarity. (B) The gamma parameters κ, θ as functions of λ. Quadratic fits
provide a guide for the eye.
studies [58] of this network model to balance small network size with a budget that
shows the competition between travel distance minimization and construction cost
constraint [59, 58].
2.3 Robustness of physical infrastruc-
ture
Percolation theory on networks studies how networks fall apart as they are sam-
pled. For example, in traditional bond percolation each link in the network is indepen-
dently retained with probability p (equivalently, each link is deleted with probability
q = 1 − p). This process represents random errors in the network. The percolation
threshold qc is the value of q where the giant component, the connected component
containing the majority of nodes, first appears. Infinite systems exhibit a phase tran-
sition at qc, which becomes a critical point [157]. In this work we focus on small
micronetworks, a regime under-explored in percolation theory and far from the
thermodynamic limit invoked by most analyses. In our finite graphs, we estimate
qc as the value of q that corresponds to the largest S2, where Sn is the fraction of
nodes in the nth largest connected component (Fig. 2.3). In finite systems the sec-
ond largest component peaks at the percolation threshold; for q > qc the network
is highly disconnected and all components are small, while for q < qc a giant com-
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Figure 2.3: The fractions of nodes in the first and second largest components, S1 and S2,
respectively, as a function of link deletion probability q. In finite systems the percolation
threshold qc can be estimated from the maximum of S2 (dashed line). This example used
optimized networks with λ = 1/2.
ponent almost surely encompasses most nodes and S2 is forced to be small. Note
that it is also common to measure the average component size excluding the giant
component [74, 157].
For the case of uniformly random link removals (bond percolation) it was shown
that the critical point occurs when q is such that 〈k2〉/ 〈k〉 = 2 [37, 119], where 〈k〉
and 〈k2〉 are the first and second moments of the percolated graph’s degree distri-
bution, respectively. We denote this theoretical threshold as q˜c to distinguish this
value from the qc estimated via S2. Computing this theoretical prediction for the
optimized networks (Sec. 2.2) we found q˜c between 0.66 and 0.71 for the full range
of λ (Fig. 2.4). In contrast, qc estimated via S2 has lower values between 0.48 and
0.54 (Fig. 2.4). It is important to note that the derivation of this condition for q˜c
makes two related assumptions that are a poor fit for these optimized spatial net-
works. First, the theoretical model studies networks whose nodes are connected at
random. This assumption does not hold for the constrained optimization (Eq. (2.1))
we study. Second, this calculation neglects loops by assuming the network is very
large and at least locally treelike. For the small, optimized networks we build this is
certainly not the case. These predictions for the critical point q˜c do provide a useful
baseline to compare to the empirical estimates of qc via S2.
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Figure 2.4: (Color Online) For an infinite, uncorrelated network, percolation occurs at the




/ 〈k〉 = 2 [37]. We computed this predicted critical point
q˜c for each λ finding q˜c between 0.66–0.72. In comparison, for finite networks we used the
size of S2 to estimate qc and found it between 0.48–0.54. Quadratic fits provides a guide for
the eye.
2.4 Modeling infrastructure robustness
The work by Gastner and Newman [59] showed the importance of incorporating
spatial distances into the construction of an infrastructure network model. With
physical infrastructure we argue that it is important to also consider spatial distances
when estimating how robust a network is to random failures. For example, consider
a series of power lines built in a rural area where trees are scattered at random. In
a storm trees may fall and damage these lines, and one would expect, all else being
equal, that one line built twice as long as another would have twice the chance of a
tree falling on it and thus failing.
Motivated by this example, an intuitive model for how links fail would require an
increasing chance of failure with length. The simplest model supposes that the failure
of a link is directly proportional to length, i.e., that each unit length is equally likely
to fail. With this in mind we now introduce the following generalization of bond







q ∈ [0, 1] is a tunable parameter that determines how many edges from 0 to |E| =
M will fail on average, and the parameter α controls how distance affects failure
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λ=0
α=0.0 α=1.0 α=2.0 α=3.0
λ=1
Figure 2.5: (Color online) A non-spatial (λ = 0) and spatial (λ = 1) network with multiple
values of α showing how to tune the role spatial distance plays in percolation. Here the width
and color of a given edge (i, j) are proportional to failure probability Qij ∼ dαij (2.3) and
node size corresponds to the number of effective shortest paths through nodes, with the same
scales used across all network diagrams. Increasing α leads to failure probability becoming
more concentrated on the links connected to a small number of hubs, with the effected hubs
being more central (in terms of shortest paths) for the non-spatial network (λ = 0) than for
the more geometric network.
probability. We naturally recover traditional bond percolation (Qij = q) when α = 0
and α = 1 corresponds to the case of constant probability per unit length. See Fig. 2.5
for example networks illustrating how Qij depends on dij and α.
Given the gamma distribution of link lengths, the distribution of y ≡ dα is (when
α > 0)
















α /θ dz = θαΓ(κ+ α)Γ(κ) . (2.5)
When α = 1, the above distribution (2.4) will reduce to the original distribution P (d),
Eq. (2.2).
With the above failure model and the distribution P (d), we may express the
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Figure 2.6: (Color online) In each panel, S2 (fraction of nodes in the 2nd largest component)
curves are shown with the range of the theoretical threshold q˜c shown in gray. Higher values
of α make failures depend more strongly on distance, while changing λ adjusts a network’s
form from non-spatial (small λ) to spatial (large λ). (Top row) Regardless of λ, larger
values of α tend to shift the peak of S2 towards lower q, leading to less robust networks.
(Bottom row) Different values of λ for a given α lead to shifted S2 profiles, but the shift
is less prominent. Regardless of the parameters, spatial networks are more fragile than
predicted from theory [37, 38]. While both parameters influence the robustness of these
spatial networks, α plays a stronger role than λ. Note that with our definition of Q (2.3),
S2 may remain finite as q → 1.
This distribution has mean 〈Qij〉 = q. (However, the true mean failure probability
is 〈min(1, Q)〉 ≤ 〈Q〉 which leads to a small correction, easily computed, as q gets
closer to 1.) Note that, while the mean does not rely on the distances of edges,
α (and 〈dα〉) do play a role in higher moments. For example, the variance of Q is
σ2(Q) = q2 (B(α, κ)/B(α, α + κ)− 1), where B(x, y) is the Beta function.
To study this robustness model we percolate the infrastructure networks by stochas-
tically removing links (i, j) with probabilities Qij (Eq. (2.3)) for 0 < q < 1 and
0 < α < 4. In Fig. 2.6 we plot S2 vs. q for various combinations of α and λ.
Importantly, in all cases qc < q˜c, indicating that these networks are less robust than
predicted. When comparing the effects of each parameter, α has a much greater effect
in reducing qc than λ; sampling by distance plays a much greater role in determining
robustness than how the network is constructed.
The curves in Fig. 2.6 show S2 for the entire range of q; to study qc requires
examining the peaks of these curves. Figure 2.7 systematically summarizes qc as
a function of λ and α. Over all parameters, qc ranges from approximately 0.30 to
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Figure 2.7: (Color online) Critical failure probability qc as a function of α and λ. Overall,
values of α > 0 always correspond to lower robustness than when α = 0 and in particular,
the percolation threshold, qc, is lowest near A ((λ, α) ≈ (0, 2)), while networks are generally
most robust when α ≤ 0.5. The exponent α lowers qc even in geometric networks (high λ)
where spatial distance plays a stronger role in the network topology (region B). This matrix
was smoothed with a σ = 5-pixel gaussian convolution for clarity (1 pixel = 0.025 λ×0.1 α).
0.50. Globally, the most vulnerable region is at A ((λ, α) ≈ (0, 2)); these non-
spatial networks with strong, superlinear (α > 1) failure dependence occupy the most
vulnerable region of Fig. 2.7 since their construction (low distance dependence) is in
direct opposition to how links fail (high distance dependence). Even when networks
are built with the goal of minimizing physical distances along links (high λ), the
exponent α still lowers qc compared with the theoretical prediction (highlighted at
region B). Almost any introduction of spatial dependence on link failure (compare
α > 0 with α = 0) leads to less robust networks.
Figure 2.7 also shows a slight increase in qc for α > 2.5. This is a result of Eq. (2.3):
for such extreme values of α the failure probabilities Qij become concentrated and
thus relatively fewer links are deleted for a given q, causing the apparent rise in qc.
This does not occur for α < 2.5. We see this in Fig. 2.8 where we plot the number of
deleted links (Mdel) as a function of α and λ.
Finally, to better understand why these infrastructure networks are less robust
than the theoretical prediction [37, 38], we studied correlations in network structure
by computing the mean degree of nearest neighbors 〈knn〉 = ∑k′ P (k′ | k) [127] and
the mean distance to nearest neighbors 〈dnn〉 = ∫ d′P (d′ | k) dd′, both as functions
of node degree k. Here P (k′|k) is the conditional probability that a node of degree
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(c) q = 0.75
Figure 2.8: (Color online) The number of deleted links Mdel as a function of λ and α for
several values of q. When α < 2 and q ≤ 0.5, Mdel is almost exactly constant, but for
larger α and q the number of deleted links begins to drop, as failure probabilities become
“concentrated” on a smaller fraction of links. This causes the small rise on qc for α > 2.5
observed in Figure 2.7.
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k has a neighbor of degree k′ and P (d′|k) is the conditional probability that a node
of degree k has a link of length between d′ and d′ + dd′. See Fig. 2.9. Due to the
optimization (Eq. 2.1), both 〈dnn〉 and 〈knn〉 indicate non-random structure, since
they depend on k. Even for the case λ = 1, which shows no relationship between
〈dnn〉 and k, there is a positive trend for 〈knn〉. Therefore, the optimized networks
always possess correlated topologies.
Taken together, Fig. 2.9 shows that, beyond finite-size effects, q˜c overestimates qc
because (i) these networks are non-random and (ii) higher degree nodes tend to have
longer links leading to hubs that suffer more damage when α > 0. Since hubs play
an outsized role in holding the network together, the positive correlation between d






























Figure 2.9: (Color online) Degree and distance correlations in optimized spatial networks.
Here 〈knn〉 is the mean degree of nearest neighbors and 〈dnn〉 is the mean distance of nearest
neighbors. We observe that 〈knn〉 shows a negative trend with degree k for λ = 0, and
positive trend for λ = 0.5 and 1.0. On the other hand, 〈dnn〉 shows an increasing trend with
k for decreasing λ. These optimized networks are not randomly constructed; they possess
correlations in either network or spatial structure (or both) for all λ. The above metrics
indicate that non-spatial networks form hubs whose longer links are likely to fail with higher
probability and cause more damage to the network. Alternatively, more spatially-dependent
networks (higher λ) have 〈dnn〉 that depends less on k, indicating that link failures are spread
somewhat more uniformly across high- and low-degree nodes.
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2.5 Discussion
A potential application of this model is to designing microgrids. The microgrid
concept, most commonly implemented in military settings, has gained wider pop-
ularity with the advent of the smart grid. Building a microgrid that is robust to
failures while constrained by a budget is important for the widespread adoption of
microgrids. Furthermore, the model also brings to light the need to keep in mind
that the construction of convenient, long power lines may not be an optimal choice
when accounting for the system’s robustness. This may reinforce distributed genera-
tion across many buildings, as opposed to the power grid (traditional utility) creation
of power lines stemming from a centralized cluster of small power plants. A move
toward distributed generation and the decommissioning of the traditional utility may
raise the overall stability of the grid. Existing infrastructure can use methods that
reduce the power grid’s dependence on distance (effectively lowering α), such as using
towers to raise long-distance transmission lines above trees or otherwise protecting
longer links. Distributed generation may be a cost-effective alternative.
Of course, the metrics used here are not all-encompassing for quantifying robust-
ness. Additional measures may be used that go beyond the topological connectivity
of networks to network functionality and dynamics, including problem-specific analy-
ses [72, 39]. One specific example: it is worth understanding how a spatial network’s
travel distance may change following link failures, even when a giant component re-
mains. It is also worth further characterizing fluctuations in, e.g., qc that are due to
the small size of these micronetworks.
Both the network construction budget and system size (number of nodes) were
treated as constants in this work, for simplicity. Yet studying their interplay with the
system’s robustness may reveal important features of microgrids at different scales.
Additional future work may include considering the unit square to have differential
terrain, changing the cost of edge placement over a continuous gradient. Also, ap-
plying the existing model to real infrastructure network data, we may measure the
robustness of critical networks and have better insight on how to design and improve
these structures. Furthermore, in a real power grid nodes do not all have equal roles
and thus investigating not only spatially-dependent edge failure but variations in node
importance may gain more insight into spatial network robustness.
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2.6 Appendix
2.6.1 Constructing optimized networks
Networks are initialized by first placing N = 50 nodes uniformly at random inside
the unit square. Initially the network is empty. The minimum spanning tree (MST)
is inserted between these nodes using Kruskal’s algorithm [97] with link weights cor-
responding to deff , and the construction cost and travel distance are computed. The
spanning tree, which may be modified as optimization progresses, ensures the travel
distance is finite when optimization begins.
We find solutions to the constrained optimization problem (Eq. (2.1)) using sim-
ulated annealing (SA). At the beginning of each SA step, an edge is added to the
network at random and construction cost and travel distance are recomputed. If the
budget constraint is still satisfied with the addition of this edge, the edge is kept using
Boltzmann’s criterion: the edge is retained if it lowers the travel distance; if it does
not lower the travel distance it is retained with probability e−β∆E, where ∆E is the
change in travel distance due to this change in the network, and β acts as the inverse
temperature.
If the random edge puts the network over budget, we remove it and do one of two
modifications. With probability one half an existing edge is moved by placing it at
random in the network where no edge exists. Otherwise, a rewire is chosen. Edges
are rewired by first selecting an existing edge at random, next selecting either of the
nodes connected by that edge, and finally attaching that end of the edge from the
chosen node to a node that is a non-neighbor. In other words, edge (i, j) is removed
and edge (i, k) is inserted where k , j and k was not previously a neighbor of i. The
move/rewire perturbation is then kept using the same Boltzmann’s criterion.
The cooling schedule starts at β0 = 100/(cost of MST), and cooled subsequently
as βt+1 = βt (1 + 3× 10−5). At each SA step we check if the current network topology
is the best seen to that point; the most optimal network found during any of the 3×105
total SA steps is taken as our solution.
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Chapter 3
Our Perceptions via weighted net-
works
Abstract
Identifying and communicating relationships between causes and effects is impor-
tant for understanding our world, but is affected by language structure, cognitive
and emotional biases, and the properties of the communication medium. Despite the
increasing importance of social media, much remains unknown about causal state-
ments made online. To study real-world causal attribution, we extract a large-scale
corpus of causal statements made on the Twitter social network platform as well as
a comparable random control corpus. We compare causal and control statements us-
ing statistical language and sentiment analysis tools. We find that causal statements
have a number of significant lexical and grammatical differences compared with con-
trols and tend to be more negative in sentiment than controls. Causal statements
made online tend to focus on news and current events, medicine and health, or in-
terpersonal relationships, as shown by topic models. By quantifying the features and
potential biases of causality communication, this study improves our understanding
of the accuracy of information and opinions found online.
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3.1 Introduction
Social media and online social networks now provide vast amounts of data on hu-
man online discourse and other activities [101, 10, 84, 126, 172, 43, 118, 152]. With so
much communication taking place online and with social media being capable of host-
ing powerful misinformation campaigns [138] such as those claiming vaccines cause
autism [146, 98], it is more important than ever to better understand the discourse
of causality and the interplay between online communication and the statement of
cause and effect.
Causal inference is a crucial way that humans comprehend the world, and it has
been a major focus of philosophy, statistics, mathematics, psychology, and the cog-
nitive sciences. Philosophers such as Hume and Kant have long argued whether
causality is a human-centric illusion or the discovery of a priori truth [77, 83]. Causal
inference in science is incredibly important, and researchers have developed statisti-
cal measures such as Granger causality [65], mathematical and probabilistic frame-
works [143, 149, 56, 128], and text mining procedures [63, 129, 93] to better infer
causal influence from data. In the cognitive sciences, the famous perception experi-
ments of Michotte et al. led to a long line of research exploring the cognitive biases
that humans possess when attempting to link cause and effect [140, 148, 81].
How humans understand and communicate cause and effect relationships is com-
plicated, and is influenced by language structure [90, 161, 91, 70] and sentiment or
valence [23]. A key finding is that the perceived emphasis or causal weight changes
between the agent (the grammatical construct responsible for a cause) and the patient
(the construct effected by the cause) depending on the types of verbs used to describe
the cause and effect. Researchers have hypothesized [26] that this is because of the
innate weighting property of the verbs in the English language that humans use to
attribute causes and effects. Another finding is the role of a valence bias: the volume
and intensity of causal reasoning may increase due to negative feedback or negative
events [23].
Despite these long lines of research, causal attributions made via social media
or online social networks have not been well studied. The goal of this paper is to
explore the language and topics of causal statements in a large corpus of social media
taken from Twitter. We hypothesize that language and sentiment biases play a sig-
nificant role in these statements, and that tools from natural language processing and
computational linguistics can be used to study them. We do not attempt to study
the factual correctness of these statements or offer any degree of verification, nor do
we exhaustively identify and extract all causal statements from these data. Instead,
here we focus on statements that are with high certainty causal statements, with the
goal to better understand key characteristics about causal statements that differ from
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everyday online communication.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Sec. 4.2 we discuss our materials
and methods, including the dataset we studied, how we preprocessed that data and
extracted a ‘causal’ corpus and a corresponding ‘control’ corpus, and the details of
the statistical and language analysis tools we studied these corpora with. In Sec. 4.4
we present results using these tools to compare the causal statements to control
statements. We conclude with a discussion in Sec. 4.5.
3.2 Materials and Methods
Dataset, filtering, and corpus selection
Data was collected from a 10% uniform sample of Twitter posts made during
2013, specifically the Gardenhose API. Twitter activity consists of short posts called
tweets which are limited to 140 characters. Retweets, where users repost a tweet
to spread its content, were not considered. (The spread of causal statements will be
considered in future work.) We considered only English-language tweets for this study.
To avoid cross-language effects, we kept only tweets with a user-reported language of
‘English’ and, as a second constraint, individual tweets needed to match more English
stopwords than any other language’s set of stopwords. Stopwords considered for each
language were determined using NLTK’s database [21]. A tweet will be referred to
as a ‘document’ for the rest of this work.
All document text was processed the same way. Punctuation, XML characters,
and hyperlinks were removed, as were Twitter-specific “at-mentions” and “hashtags”.
There is useful information here, but it is either not natural language text, or it is
Twitter-specific, or both. Documents were broken into individual words (unigrams) on
whitespace. Casing information was retained, as we will use it for our Named Entity
analysis, but otherwise all words were considered lowercase only. Stemming [106] and
lemmatization [131] were not performed.
Causal documents were chosen to contain one occurrence only of the exact uni-
grams: ‘caused’, ‘causing’, or ‘causes’. The word ‘cause’ was not included due to its
use as a popular contraction for ‘because’. One ‘cause-word’ per document restricted
the analysis to single relationships between two relata. Documents that contain bidi-
rectional words (‘associate’, ‘relate’, ‘connect’, ‘correlate’, and any of their stems)
were also not selected for analysis. This is because our focus is on causality, an inher-
ently one-sided relationship between two objects. We also did not consider additional
synonyms of these cause words, although that could be pursued for future work. Con-
trol documents were also selected. These documents did not contain any of ‘caused’,
‘causing’, or ‘causes’, nor any bidirectional words, and are further matched temporally
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to obtain the same number of control documents as causal documents in each fifteen-
minute period during 2013. Control documents were otherwise selected randomly;
causal synonyms may be present. The end result of this procedure identified 965,560
causal and 965,560 control documents. Each of the three “cause-words”, ‘caused’,
‘causes’, and ‘causing’ appeared in 38.2%, 35.0%, and 26.8% of causal documents,
respectively.
Tagging and corpus comparison
Documents were further studied by annotating their unigrams with Parts-of-
Speech (POS) and Named Entities (NE) tags. POS tagging was done using
NLTK v3.1 [21] which implements an averaged perceptron classifier [160] trained
on the Brown Corpus [55]. POS tags denote the nouns, verbs, and other grammatical
constructs present in a document. Named Entity Recognition (NER) was performed
using the 4-class, distributional similarity tagger provided as part of the Stanford
CoreNLP v3.6.0 toolkit [110]. NER aims to identify and classify proper words in a
text. The NE classifications considered were: Organization, Location, Person, and
Misc. The Stanford NER tagger uses a conditional random field model [54] trained on
diverse sets of manually-tagged English-language data (CoNLL-2003) [110]. Condi-
tional random fields allow dependencies between words so that ‘New York’ and ‘New
York Times’, for example, are classified separately as a location and organization,
respectively.
Comparing corpora Unigrams, POS, and NEs were compared between the cause
and control corpora using odds ratios (ORs):
OR(x) = pC(x)/(1− pC(x))
pN(x)/(1− pN(x)) , (3.1)
where pC(x) and pN(x) are the probabilities that a unigram, POS, or NE x occurs
in the causal and control corpus, respectively. These probabilities were computed for
each corpus separately as p(x) = f(x)/∑x′∈V f(x′), where f(x) is the total number
of occurrences of x in the corpus and V is the relevant set of unigrams, POS, or NEs.
Confidence intervals for the ORs were computed using Wald’s methodology [3].
As there are many unique unigrams in the text, when computing unigram ORs we
focused on the most meaningful unigrams within each corpus by using the following
filtering criteria: we considered only the ORs of the 1500 most frequent unigrams
in that corpus that also have a term-frequency-inverse-document-frequency (tf-idf)
score above the 90th percentile for that corpus [95]. The tf-idf was computed as







where D is the total number of documents in the corpus, and df (w) is the number of
documents in the corpus containing unigram w. Intuitively, unigrams with higher tf-
idf scores appear frequently, but are not so frequent that they are ubiquitous through
all documents. Filtering via tf-idf is standard practice in the information retrieval
and data mining fields.
Cause-trees
For a better understanding of the higher-order language structure present in text
phrases, cause-trees were constructed. A cause-tree starts with a root cause word
(either ‘caused’, ‘causing’ or ‘causes’), then the two most probable words following
(preceding) the root are identified. Next, the root word plus one of the top probable
words is combined into a bigram and the top two most probable words following
(preceding) this bigram are found. Repeatedly applying this process builds a binary
tree representing the n-grams that begin with (terminate at) the root word. This
process can continue until a certain n-gram length is reached or until there are no
more documents long enough to search.
Sentiment analysis
Sentimental analysis was applied to estimate the emotional content of documents.
Two levels of analysis were used: a method where individual unigrams were given
crowdsourced numeric sentiment scores, and a second method involving a trained
classifier that can incorporate document-level phrase information.
For the first sentiment analysis, each unigram w was assigned a crowdsourced
“labMT” sentiment score s(w) [43]. (Unlike [43], scores were re-centered by subtract-
ing the mean, s(w)← s(w)− 〈s〉.) Unigrams determined by volunteer raters to have
a negative emotional sentiment (‘hate’,‘death’, etc.) have s(w) < 0, while unigrams
determined to have a positive emotional sentiment (‘love’, ‘happy’, etc.) tend to have
s(w) > 0. Unigrams that have labMT scores and are above the 90th percentile of
tf-idf for the corpus form the set V˜ . (Unigrams in V˜ need not be among the 1500
most frequent unigrams.) The set V˜ captures 87.9% (91.5%) of total unigrams in the
causal (control) corpus. Crucially, the tf-idf filtering ensures that the words ‘caused’,
‘causes’, and ‘causing’, which have a slight negative sentiment, are not included and
do not introduce a systematic bias when comparing the two corpora.
This sentiment measure works on a per-unigram basis, and is therefore best suited
for large bodies of text, not short documents [43]. Instead of considering individual
documents, the distributions of labMT scores over all unigrams for each corpus was
used to compare the corpora. In addition, a single sentiment score for each corpus
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was computed as the average sentiment score over all unigrams in that corpus, weighed
by unigram frequency: ∑w∈V˜ f(w)s(w)/∑w′∈V˜ f(w′).
To supplement this sentiment analysis method, we applied a second method ca-
pable of estimating with reasonable accuracy the sentiment of individual documents.
We used the sentiment classifier [156] included in the Stanford CoreNLP v3.6.0 toolkit
to documents in each corpus. Documents were individually classified into one of five
categories: very negative, negative, neutral, positive, very positive. The data used to
train this classifier is taken from positive and negative reviews of movies (Stanford
Sentiment Treebank v1.0) [156].
Topic modeling
Lastly, we applied topic modeling to the causal corpus to determine what are the
topical foci most discussed in causal statements. Topics were built from the causal
corpus using Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [22]. Under LDA each document is
modeled as a bag-of-words or unordered collection of unigrams. Topics are consid-
ered as mixtures of unigrams by estimating conditional distributions over unigrams:
P (w|T ), the probability of unigram w given topic T and documents are considered
as mixtures of topics via P (T |d), the probability of topic T given document d. These
distributions are then found via statistical inference given the observed distributions
of unigrams across documents. The total number of topics is a parameter chosen
by the practitioner. For this study we used the MALLET v2.0.8RC3 topic modeling
toolkit [113] for model inference. By inspecting the most probable unigrams per topic
(according to P (w|T )), we found 10 topics provided meaningful and distinct topics.
3.3 Results
We have collected approximately 1M causal statements made on Twitter over the
course of 2013, and for a control we gathered the same number of statements selected
at random but controlling for time of year (see Methods). We applied Parts-of-
Speech (POS) and Named Entity (NE) taggers to all these texts. Some post-
processed and tagged example documents, both causal and control, are shown in
Fig. 3.1A. We also applied sentiment analysis methods to these documents (Methods)
and we have highlighted very positive and very negative words throughout Fig. 3.1.
In Fig. 3.1B we present odds ratios for how frequently unigrams (words), POS, or
NE appear in causal documents relative to control documents. The three unigrams
most strongly skewed towards causal documents were ‘stress’, ‘problems’, and ‘trou-
ble’, while the three most skewed towards control documents were ‘photo’, ‘ready’,
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and ‘cute’. While these are only a small number of the unigrams present, this does
imply a negative sentiment bias among causal statements (we return to this point
shortly).
Control Cause
log OR (95% C.I.)
stress 3.43 ( 3.35, 3.51)
problems 3.29 ( 3.23, 3.35)
trouble 3.14 ( 3.06, 3.21)
drama 2.78 ( 2.70, 2.85)
weight 2.45 ( 2.38, 2.51)
cancer 2.40 ( 2.32, 2.47)
brain 2.25 ( 2.17, 2.33)
death 2.06 ( 2.00, 2.11)
living 1.98 ( 1.93, 2.04)
major 1.98 ( 1.89, 2.06)
lose 1.94 ( 1.89, 1.98)
special 1.90 ( 1.85, 1.96)
which 1.75 ( 1.72, 1.79)
wait -1.38 ( -1.43, -1.34)
gonna -1.39 ( -1.43, -1.36)
amazing -1.43 ( -1.49, -1.37)
aint -1.45 ( -1.50, -1.41)
omg -1.45 ( -1.50, -1.41)
gotta -1.58 ( -1.63, -1.52)
wanna -1.68 ( -1.71, -1.63)
bout -1.72 ( -1.79, -1.65)
tomorrow -1.73 ( -1.78, -1.68)
cute -1.75 ( -1.81, -1.68)
ready -1.89 ( -1.96, -1.82)
photo -2.15 ( -2.21, -2.11)
follow -2.17 ( -2.22, -2.13)
P.O.S.
NNPS 1.21 ( 0.89, 1.53)
WDT 1.12 ( 1.10, 1.13)
WP$ 0.70 ( 0.56, 0.84)
PDT 0.42 ( 0.40, 0.44)
RBS 0.38 ( 0.34, 0.41)
NNS 0.32 ( 0.31, 0.32)
VBP -0.37 ( -0.37, -0.36)
FW -0.66 ( -0.70, -0.62)
'' -0.76 ( -1.08, -0.42)
UH -0.88 ( -0.92, -0.84)
NNP -0.93 ( -0.98, -0.89)
LS -1.83 ( -4.02, 0.36)
N.E.
ORGANIZATION 1.09 ( 1.09, 1.10)
LOCATION 0.54 ( 0.53, 0.55)
MISC 0.38 ( 0.37, 0.39)
PERSON -0.11 ( -0.11, -0.10)
theDT bieberNNP familyNN akaVBZ theDT cutest JJS family
thisDT oneNN problemNN hasVBZ causedVBN
soRB muchJJS hurtNN andCC painNN [...]
freezingVBG rainNN causesNNS thousandsNNS
toTO loseVB powerNN acrossIN southernJJ ontarioNN
hePRP gonMD playVB untilIN hePRP wins VBZ
moreRBR orCC untilIN hePRP cantVB nomoJJ [...]
iNN thinkVBP theDT psNN isVBZ aDT amazingJJ
productNN itsPRP$ worthJJ buyingNN
londonsO appoloO theatreO collapses
causing injuries eyewitnesses have
described the chaos and panic
kevinP we have had tons of
snow in bowermanville we could
help the slopes at blueL mountainL
iNNS actuallyRB hateVBP dramaNN itPRP causesVBZ soRB much
unnecessaryJJ stressNN
Unigrams












(IN,PRP+$)/to: preposition (possess)/to 0 1 2-2 -1
Figure 3.1: Measuring the differences between causal and control documents. (A) Examples
of processed documents tagged by Parts-of-Speech (POS) or Named Entities (NEs). Uni-
grams highlighted in red (yellow) are in the bottom 10% (top 10%) of the labMT sentiment
scores. (B) Log Odds ratios with 95% Wald confidence intervals for the most heavily skewed
unigrams, POS, and all NEs between the causal and control corpus. POS tags that are
plural and use Wh-pronouns (that, what, which, ...) are more common in the causal corpus,
while singular nouns and list items are more common in the controls. Finally, the ‘Person’
tag is the only NE less likely in the causal corpus. Certain unigrams were censored for
presentation only, not analysis. All shown odds ratios were significant at the α = 0.05 level
except LS (List item markers).
Figure 3.1B also presents odds ratios for POS tags, to help us measure the differ-
ences in grammatical structure between causal and control documents. The causal
corpus showed greater odds for plural nouns (Penn Treebank tag: NNS), plural proper
nouns (NNPS), Wh-determiners/pronouns (WDT,WP$) such as ‘whichever’,‘whatever’,
‘whose’, or ‘whosever’, and predeterminers (PDT) such as ‘all’ or ‘both’. Predeter-
miners quantify noun phrases such as ‘all’ in ‘after all the events that caused you
tears’, showing that many causal statements, despite the potential brevity of social
media, can encompass or delineate classes of agents and/or patients. On the other
hand, the causal corpus has lower odds than the control corpus for list items (LS),
proper singular nouns (NNP), and interjections (UH).
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Lastly, Fig. 3.1B contains odds ratios for NE tags, allowing us to quantify the
types of proper nouns that are more or less likely to appear in causal statements. Of
the four tags, only the “Person” tag is less likely in the causal corpus than the control.
(This matches the odds ratio for the proper singular noun discussed above.) Perhaps
surprisingly, these results together imply that causal statements are less likely to
involve individual persons than non-causal statements. There is considerable celebrity
news and gossip on social media [172]; discussions of celebrities may not be especially
focused on attributing causes to these celebrities. All other NE tags, Organization,
Location, and Miscellaneous, occur more frequently in the causal corpus than the
control. All the odds ratios in Fig. 3.1B were significant at the α = 0.05 level except
the List item marker (LS) POS tag.
The unigram analysis in Fig. 3.1 does not incorporate higher-order phrase struc-
ture present in written language. To explore these structures specifically in the causal
corpus, we constructed “cause-trees”, shown in Fig. 3.2. Inspired by association min-
ing [2], a cause-tree is a binary tree rooted at either ‘caused’, ‘causes’, or ‘causing’,
that illustrates the most frequently occurring n-grams that either begin or end with
that root cause word (see Methods for details).
The “causes” tree shows the focused writing (sentence segments) that many people
use to express either the relationship between their own actions and a cause-and-effect
(“even if it causes”), or the uncontrollable effect a cause may have on themselves:
“causes me to have” shows a person’s inability to control a causal event (“[. . . ] i have
central heterochromia which causes me to have dual colors in both eyes”). The ‘caus-
ing’ tree reveals our ability to confine causal patterns to specific areas, and also our
ability to be affected by others causal decisions. Phrases like “causing a scene in/at”
and “causing a ruckus in/at” (from documents like “causing a ruckus in the hotel
lobby typical [. . . ]”) show people commonly associate bounds on where causal ac-
tions take place. The causing tree also shows people’s tendency to emphasize current
negativity: Phrases like “pain this is causing” coming from documents like “cant you
see the pain you are causing her” supports the sentiment bias that causal attribution
is more likely for negative cause-effect associations. Finally, the ‘caused’ tree focuses
heavily on negative events and indicates people are more likely to remember negative
causal events. Documents with phrases from the caused tree (“[. . . ] appalling tragedy
[. . . ] that caused the death”, “[. . . ] live with this pain that you caused when i was
so young [. . . ]”) exemplify the negative events that are focused on are large-scale
tragedies or very personal negative events in one’s life.
Taken together, the popularity of negative sentiment unigrams (Fig. 3.1) among
causal documents shows that emotional sentiment or “valence” may play a role in how
people perform causal attribution [23]. The “if it bleeds, it leads” mentality among
news media, where violent and negative news are more heavily reported, may appeal











































































Figure 3.2: “Cause-trees” containing the most probable n-grams terminating at (left) or
beginning with (right) a chosen root cause-word (see Methods). Line widths are log pro-
portional to their corresponding n-gram frequency and bar plots measure the 4-gram per-
document rate N(4-gram)/D. Most trees express negative sentiment consistent with the
unigram analysis (Fig. 3.1). The ‘causes’ tree shows (i) people think in terms of causal
probability (“you know what causes [. . . ]”), and (ii) people use causal language when they
are directly affected or being affected by another (“causes you”, “causes me”). The ‘caus-
ing’ tree is more global (“causing a ruckus/scene”) and ego-centric (“pain you are causing”).
The ‘caused’ tree focuses on negative sentiment and alludes to humans retaining negative
causal thoughts in the past.
themselves use social media for reporting.) The prevalence of negative sentiment also
contrasts with the “better angels of our nature” evidence of Pinker [130], illustrating
one bias that shows why many find the results of Ref. [130] surprising.
Given this apparent sentiment skew, we further studied sentiment (Fig. 3.3). We
compared the sentiment between the corpora in four different ways to investigate the
observation (Fig. 3.1B that people focus more about negative concepts when they
discuss causality. First, we computed the mean sentiment score of each corpus using
crowdsourced “labMT” scores weighted by unigram frequency (see Methods). We also
applied tf-idf filtering (Methods) to exclude very common words, including the three
cause-words, from the mean sentiment score. The causal corpus text was slightly
negative on average while the control corpus was slightly positive (Fig. 3.3A). The
difference in mean sentiment score was significant (t-test: p < 0.01).
Second, we moved from the mean score to the distribution of sentiment across all
(scored) unigrams in the causal and control corpora (Fig. 3.3B). The causal corpus
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Figure 3.3: Sentiment analysis revealed differences between the causal and control cor-
pora. (A) The mean unigram sentiment score (see Methods), computed from crowdsourced
“labMT” scores [43], was more negative for the causal corpus than for the control. This
held whether or not tf-idf filtering was applied. (B) The distribution of unigram sentiment
scores for the two corpora showed more negative unigrams (with scores in the approximate
range −3 < s < −1/2) in the causal corpus compared with the control corpus. (C) Breaking
the sentiment distribution down by Parts-of-Speech, nouns show the most pronounced dif-
ference in sentiment between cause and control; verbs and adjectives are also more negative
in the causal corpus than the control but with less of a difference than nouns. POS tags
corresponding to nouns, verbs, and adjectives together account for 87.8% and 77.2% of the
causal and control corpus text, respectively. (D) Applying a different sentiment analysis
tool—a trained sentiment classifier [156] that assigns individual documents to one of five
categories—the causal corpus had an overabundance of negative sentiment documents and
fewer positive sentiment documents than the control. This shift from very positive to very
negative documents further supports the tendency for causal statements to be negative.
contained a large group of negative sentiment unigrams, with labMT scores in the ap-
proximate range −3 < s < −1/2; the control corpus had significantly fewer unigrams
in this score range.
Third, in Fig. 3.3C we used POS tags to categorize scored unigrams into nouns,
verbs, and adjectives. Studying the distributions for each, we found that nouns
explain much of the overall difference observed in Fig. 3.3B, with verbs showing
a similar but smaller difference between the two corpora. Adjectives showed little
difference. The distributions in Fig. 3.3C account for 87.8% of scored text in the
causal corpus and 77.2% of the control corpus. The difference in sentiment between
corpora was significant for all distributions (t-test: p < 0.01).
Fourth, to further confirm that the causal documents tend toward negative senti-
ment, we applied a separate, independent sentiment analysis using the Stanford NLP
sentiment toolkit [156] to classify the sentiment of individual documents not unigrams
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(see Methods). Instead of a numeric sentiment score, this classifier assigns documents
to one of five categories ranging from very negative to very positive. The classifier
showed that the causal corpus contains more negative and very negative documents
than the control corpus, while the control corpus contains more neutral, positive, and
very positive documents (Fig. 3.3D).
We have found language (Fig. 3.1) and sentiment (Fig. 3.3) differences between
causal statements made on social media compared with other social media statements.
But what is being discussed? What are the topical foci of causal statements? To study
this, for our last analysis we applied topic models to the causal statements. Topic
modeling finds groups of related terms (unigrams) by considering similarities between
how those terms co-occur across a set of documents.
We used the popular topic modeling method Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [22].
We ranked unigrams by how strongly associated they were with the topic. Inspecting
these unigrams we found that a 10-topic model discovered meaningful topics. See
Methods for full details. The top unigrams for each topic are shown in Tab. 3.1.
Topics in the causal corpus tend to fall into three main categories: (i) news, cov-
ering current events, weather, etc.; (ii) medicine and health, covering cancer, obesity,
stress, etc.; and (iii) relationships, covering problems, stress, crisis, drama, sorry,
etc. While the topics are quite different, they are all similar in their use of negative
sentiment words.
3.4 Discussion
The power of online communication is the speed and ease with which information
can be propagated by potentially any connected users. Yet these strengths come at a
cost: rumors and misinformation also spread easily. Causal misattribution is at the
heart of many rumors, conspiracy theories, and misinformation campaigns.
Given the central role of causal statements, further studies of the interplay of
information propagation and online causal attributions are crucial. Are causal state-
ments more likely to spread online and, if so, in which ways? What types of social
media users are more or less likely to make causal statements? Will a user be more
likely to make a causal statement if they have recently been exposed to one or more
causal statements from other users?
The topics of causal statements also bring forth important questions to be ad-
dressed: how timely are causal statements? Are certain topics always being discussed
in causal statements? Are there causal topics that are very popular for only brief
periods and then forgotten? Temporal dynamics of causal statements are also inter-
esting: do time-of-day or time-of-year factors play a role in how causal statements
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“News” “Accident” “Problems” “Medical” “Crisis” “Sorry” “Stress” “Body” “Drama” “Injuries”
damage traffic dont cancer their any more stress like his
fire delays people break our never than lose she him
power crash they some from been being weight her out
via car problems men how sorry over stuff lol back
new accident why can about there person living out her
news death about disease social know sleep quickly trouble when
from between when from crisis will which special good head
says after know most via ive people proof now into
after year them our great they one diets sh*t off
video down like others money out stress excercise life well
global there drama loss many problems someone f*ck twitter which
rain man who heart issues can makes who got from
warming due one health should now think giving scene down
water from youre food war trouble when love get game
explosion snow get symptoms problems see most god too fall
outage road stop hair government one thinking people girl face
storm old think women true how brain will haha then
change over how blood new would depression our needs get
house problems sh*t how world could anxiety those see injuries
may chaos want skin they were lack one walk had
flooding morning cant records media had night around drama sports
gas two because adversity other ever without life hes stick
air driving too high obama whats love his woman over
say major hate helium financial again mental thats some while
stir today need which change did them work last eyes
heavy disruption only eating violence time mind out strong only
weather train really may will think fact good shes hit
collapse accidents many body also well insomnia sex always famous
climate almost even smoking shutdown something hand come him hockey
death into then own issue ill even great ways right
deaths driver someone acne support still feel say little left
home police their death kids about physical back because injury
oil until away brain problem sure emotional when said got
massive delay always alcohol poor hope become give really room
attack congestion feel common free get can their thats involvement
blast school thats deaths says youve too them here innumerable
two late say news pay thats less things man time
city weather thing treatment against day same goes ass play
into been something unknown party some often comes night run
state earlier yourself damage confusion good keeps too ego because
Table 3.1: Topical foci of causal documents. Each column lists the unigrams most highly associated
(in descending order) with a topic, computed from a 10-topic Latent Dirichlet Allocation model. The
topics generally fall into three broad categories: news, medicine, and relationships. Many topics
place an emphasis on negative sentiment terms.
are made?
This analysis also shows the importance and potential predictive value sentiment
plays in causal statements, with many causal statements skewed negative.
Our work here focused on a limited subset of causal statements, but more generally,
these results may inform new methods for automatically detecting causal statements
from unstructured, natural language text [63, 135]. Better computational tools fo-
cused on causal statements are an important step towards further understanding mis-
information campaigns and other online activities. Lastly, an important but deeply
challenging open question is how, if it is even possible, to validate the accuracy of
causal statements. Can causal statements be ranked by some confidence metric(s)?
We hope to pursue these and other questions in future research.
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3.5 Appendix
3.5.1 Punctuation, Casing, and Parts-of-Speech
Parts-of-speech tagging depends on punctuation and casing, which we filtered in
our data, so a study of how robust the POS algorithm is to punctuation and casing
removal is important. We computed POS tags for the corpora with and without
casing as well as with and without punctuation (which includes hashtags, links and
at-symbols).
Two tags mentioned in Fig. 3.1B, NNPS and LS (which was not significant), were
affected by punctuation removal. Otherwise, there is a strong correlation (Fig. 3.4)
between Odds Ratios (causal vs. control) with punctuation and without punctuation,
including casing and without casing (ρ = 0.71 and 0.80, respectively), indicating
the POS differences between the corpora were primarily not due to the removal of
punctuation or casing.
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Figure 3.4: Comparison of Odds Ratios for all Parts-of-Speech (POS) tags with punctuation
retained and removed for documents with and without casing. Tags Cardinal number (CD),




Steering crowds via weighted net-
works
Abstract
Crowdsourcing is now invaluable in many domains for performing data collection
and analysis by distributing tasks to workers, yet the true potential of crowdsourcing
lies in workers not only performing tasks or answering questions but also in using
their intuition and experience to contribute new tasks or questions for subsequent
crowd analysis. Algorithms to efficiently assign tasks to workers focus on fixed ques-
tion sets, but exploration of a growing set of questions presents greater challenges.
For example, Markov Decision Processes made significant advances to question as-
signment algorithms, but they do not naturally account for hidden state transitions
needed to represent newly contributed questions. We model growing question sets
as growing networks of items linked by questions. If these networks grew at random
they would obey classic ‘rich-get-richer’ dynamics, where the number of questions as-
sociated with an item depends on how early the item entered the network. This leads
to more crowd time spent answering questions related to older items and less time
exploring new items. We introduce a probability matching algorithm to curtail this
bias by efficiently distributing workers between exploring new questions and address-
ing current questions. Experiments and simulations demonstrate that this algorithm
can efficiently explore an unbounded set of questions while maintaining confidence in
crowd answers.
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4.1 Introduction and Related Work
The birth of the internet redefined almost every aspect of our lives, and recently
this includes how we use human resources to get our work done. Crowdsourcing [75,
94, 25, 82] directs people who are available to complete tasks (workers) to others who
need work completed (crowdsourcers). Crowdsourcing often distributes tasks that
are easy for humans to solve, but may be difficult for a computer. Tasks are usually
not given to a single worker, but completed by multiple workers and a statistical
conclusion is drawn from their aggregated work. This takes advantage of multiple
repeated answers to the same question, combining information to infer a probable
answer [82]. For example, parsing human written text can be a difficult task and
optical character recognition systems may be unable to identify all scanned words [108,
73, 86]. The reCaptcha [165] system takes scanned images of text which were difficult
for computers to recognize and hands them off to internet workers for recognition.
By solving quick and easy tasks, reCaptcha is able to translate massive quantities
of text. Breaking a problem into manageable, parallel tasks lets workers finish tasks
quickly while at the same time allows the crowdsourcer to maintain high confidence in
aggregated work. Over the past years, different disciplines and companies have paid
attention to the quality/efficiency benefits crowdsourcing offers, and an explosive
boom of projects have been created [105, 137, 111].
Past research examines aggregation techniques in detail, but deciding on an opti-
mal way to assign particular tasks to workers, and in what order, remains an active
area of research. Task selection methods based on Thompson sampling [34] have
been applied successfully to crowdsourcing [136, 1]. Previous work on optimal task
assignment usually takes the form of a Markov Decision Process (MDP) [44, 79, 103].
MDP provides a rigorous mathematical framework to test policies for allocating jobs
to workers [133, 134]. Several goals under this framework can be identified: optimal
methods to aggregate answers [44, 78, 92, 88, 171] acknowledge that different workers
possess unique expertise and use this to pair questions with workers who performed
well in the past [141, 80]. A simple proposal to account for differing expertise weights
worker’s answers to a question relative to their historical performance on questions
of a similar type [103].
Often a budget limits the total crowdsourcing resources available. [103, 85, 164,
163], either due to financial limits when workers are compensated or time constraints
where the speed or size of the crowd are much smaller than the set of tasks to be per-
formed or questions to be answered. Budgetary limit studies usually center on a few
problem-specific scenarios such as the set of questions and worker’s answers are fixed,
or the set of questions are fixed and the worker’s answers derive from a probability
model. Likewise, algorithms may approach question selection sequentially and as a
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function of previous answers, or simultaneously. Sequential algorithms concentrate
on picking questions to achieve higher reliability, but at the cost of a slower rate of
answered questions. On the contrary, simultaneous algorithms sacrifice reliability for
a high volume of answers.
To the best of our knowledge, previous studies considering efficient use of crowd
resources do not consider a set of questions capable of growing as workers provide
answers and also propose related questions. Yet, the truest expression of crowdsourc-
ing must incorporate the intuition and experience of workers, who are potentially
capable of providing the crowdsourcer with far more actionable information for many
problem domains [24, 20]. To this end, we introduce a new type of question structure,
a question network. As workers answer this single question they are given the oppor-
tunity to propose a related question and grow the network. The crowdsourcer must
now leverage exploring the potential question space, and at the same time maintain
a level of confidence for existing questions.
Study of question networks can be informed by the booming field of network sci-
ence [51, 50, 14, 5, 169, 159, 120, 122]. Network science has studied concrete statistical
properties governing how theoretical and real-world networks grow and behave. One
property, the scale-free (‘Rich-get-richer‘) degree distribution [14], is present in many
real-world networks. In brief, a scale-free network contains a multitude of small-degree
nodes and a handful of nodes with high-degree, connecting together large portions of
the network.
This manuscript introduces a network perspective as a natural way to guide work-
ers toward efficient exploration of a growing network of items and questions. In detail,
this manuscript makes the following novel contributions:
1. The introduction of a growing network of linked questions with an accompanying
theoretical analysis
2. The use of Thompson sampling to develop a crowd-steering algorithm that
leverages efficient exploration of an evolving set of tasks or questions while
maintaining confidence in answers.
3. Experiments that demonstrates the theoretical principles of a stochastic growing
question network, and a second experiment that efficiently controls the network.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 4.2 describes and analyzes
a network model of how a self-guided network is built from a crowd (Sec. 4.2.1),
and Sec. 4.2.2 proposes a method for efficiently assigning questions to workers as the
question set grows. Section 4.3 describes experiments to test the proposed theory and
methods, Sec. 4.4 presents the results of these experiments, and Sec. 4.5 concludes
with a discussion and future work.
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4.2 Methods
We introduce a graphical model of a growing question network and study its
properties under a null condition where the crowdsourcer assigns questions to workers
randomly without use of a “steering” algorithm to provide guidance (Sec. 4.2.1). We
then use these properties to develop a probability matching algorithm which provides
said guidance to the crowdsourcer (Sec. 4.2.2).
4.2.1 Growing question network model
The upcoming methodology relies on the common language of network science,
and the authors further modify this common language to more closely align with the
application of crowdsourcing. We model a growing set of questions as a graph where
vertices are items (the possible responses to a question) and edges are questions. A
question network G is composed of a set of nodes and links (V,E), where |V | = N
and |E| = M . Edge weights record the answers given by workers. Those workers
may also propose new questions (i.e., new combinations of new or existing items),
leading to new vertices and edges. For example, consider a synonymy proposal task
where workers are asked if two words u and v are synonyms. The question is the link
(u, v) between two items representing those words. The worker may also be asked
to propose another word w which is a synonym for u, v, or both words. This grows
the question network by introducing new questions linking items (u,w), (v, w), or
both. The degree ki of item i counts the number of questions linked from this item
to others.
We focus on the case where questions are binary, e.g, when workers are asked
whether or not a link between two items should exist. Edge weights on links cap-
ture the number of ‘yes’ and ‘no’ answers given by workers. However, this graph
representation is flexible enough to allow edge weights to contain any number of di-
mensions and there are no restrictions imposed on how workers propose questions.
Moreover, this framework does not require such a graphical structure between items.
It is capable of representing growing question sets without such relations, for exam-
ple, a collection of disjoint questions always containing the response items ‘True’ and
‘False’ only.
Null model We propose a generative null model for a growing question network [15,
12]. Beginning from a network with one question, a crowdsourcer randomly chooses
existing questions to send to workers also chosen at random. Those workers answer
the questions and then with some probability also propose new questions. We study
the properties of the network under these assumptions to motivate the development of
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a probability matching algorithm that can allow a crowdsourcer to efficiently explore
the growing question network.
The null model initializes (at time t = 0) a network of 2 nodes with a single
undirected and weighted link connecting them. A weight on each link tallies the
number of times workers answered that the link should or should not exist. Under
the null model, every link (i, j) has an associated innovation rate ρij. The innovation
rate defines the probability a random worker will introduce a new question into the
network when presented with that particular question. If she chooses to innovate, the
new question may relate to either or both of the items of the original question the
worker was given.
Specifically, suppose a a random worker is given question (u, v) relating items u
and v. Under the null model:
1. The worker answers question (u, v) (probability 11).
2. The worker proposes a new item w to study (probability ρuv):
(a) w is linked to one of the items of the original question (probability γuv).
A single new question, either (u,w) or (v, w) chosen uniformly at random,
is introduced.
(b) w links to both items of the original question (probability 1 − γuv). Two
new questions, (u,w) and (v, w), are introduced.
3. Repeat from (1) with another sampled question and worker until termination.
See Fig. 4.1
Assuming different parameter values for each link is a simplification in that it
assumes workers have comparable innovation rates. However, given sufficient data,
a crowdsourcer can propose a statistical model for link parameters as well as for
features of the workers, and use statistical inference to estimate these parameters
during crowdsourcing (see also Discussion).
We now prove several average properties of this null model. The network’s global
properties explain the overall growth of the network, while local properties reveal
how and when specific items gather questions. Studying the characteristics of the
randomly growing, uncontrolled network informs policies that a crowdsourcer may
use to manipulate the network (such as the algorithm we develop in Sec. 4.2.2).
The first theorem describes question growth in the random uncontrolled network.
Theorem 1 (Rate of question growth). The total number of links M(t) as a function
of time t can be modeled on average as M(t) = ηt + 1 where η = 〈ρ〉 (2− 〈γ〉) is
termed the exploration rate.
1We can easily incorporate worker dropout by supposing the crowdsourcer keeps selecting random





Figure 4.1: Interaction between the crowdsourcer posing a question (u, v) to a worker, the
worker answering the question, and the worker innovating with a new item w with probability
ρ (via the null model).
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Proof. In order for the network to grow a worker must suggest an additional ques-
tion, which occurs with probability on average 〈ρ〉 (average of ρij). Once the worker
commits to a suggestion, one question is added with probability on average 〈γ〉 or two
questions are added with probability on average 1− 〈γ〉. Combining these two possi-
bilities, the total number of questions grows on average over one timestep according
to
M(t+ 1) = M(t) + 〈γ〉 〈ρ〉+ 2 〈ρ〉 (1− 〈γ〉) ,
with initial condition M(0) = 1 representing the single seed question of the net-




= 〈ρ〉 (2− 〈γ〉) .
The exploration rate constant 〈ρ〉 (2− 〈γ〉) ≡ η plays an important role in the overall
network growth. This first-order ordinary differential equation has solution
M(t) = ηt+ 1. (4.1)

The number of links grows linearly with a rate η that combines the average rates
〈ρ〉 and 〈γ〉. Intuitively, the network grows faster if questions are more likely to be
innovative (larger 〈ρ〉), and/or the worker is able to suggest a question for both items
at the same time (smaller 〈γ〉).
The solution to the rate equation for question growth can be used to compute the
mean number of worker answers per question:
Theorem 2 (Mean answer density). The mean answer density (number of answers
per question) is 〈A〉 → 1/η as t→∞.
Proof. We define the mean number of answers per question as
〈A〉 = total number of answerstotal number of questions . (4.2)
At every time step a question in the network accumulates a single answer from a
worker. The denominator of (4.2) is the solution (4.1), and so the average density of










The mean answer density represents the uncertainty in the system since there is
generally more certainty (but not necessarily correctness) in crowd responses when
more workers on average have independently answered questions. Controlling the
answer density, and therefore the certainty, now boils down to controlling the ex-
ploration rate η. The mean answer density’s dependence on η also encapsulates an
‘exploration-exploitation’ tradeoff: lower η leads to higher answer density, but at the
cost of less exploration in the network; higher η increases the exploration but low-
ers answer density and makes more uncertainty in the network. In this null model,
the crowdsourcer does not make choices that can exploit this, but tuning between
these poles is a key component of the probability matching algorithm we introduce
in Sec. 4.2.2.
The previous two theorems govern global properties of random question networks.
We now turn to properties of individual items within the network to explain the
unequal distribution of questions attached to items:
Theorem 3 (Rich-get-Richer model). A node i entering the network at time ti will




)1/2H(t − ti), where H is the Heaviside
function.
Proof. An existing item i only gains a question when the crowdsourcer chooses a
question attached to i and the worker answering that question proposes a new question
involving i. A question (i, j) associated with item i is selected by the crowdsourcer
with probability ki(t)/M(t), where ki(t) is the degree (number of questions) of i
at time t. After the worker answers question (i, j) she must innovate (probability
〈ρ〉) with an item w that is not already a neighbor of i (and w , i) and the new
question must be (w, i) (probability 〈γ〉 /2) or it must be two questions (w, i) and
(w, j) (probability 1−〈γ〉). If the worker introduces question (w, j) only (probability
〈γ〉 /2) then i does not gain a new question and so this possibility does not contribute
to ki(t). Combining these possibilities together, ki(t) evolves on average according to
ki(t) = ki(t− 1) + ki 〈ρ〉
M(t− 1)
(〈γ〉
2 + (1− 〈γ〉)
)
. (4.3)


















where ki(ti) is the initial degree when item i was introduced at some time ti. Inte-
















We see from this derivation that the rich-get-richer, preferential attachment mech-
anism [14] is automatic when questions are chosen at random: an item i is more likely
to appear in a chosen question the more questions it has, and therefore items with
more questions are more likely to gain further questions than other items. Further,
the degree of an item depends critically on two parameters. The ratio of exploration
rate η to 〈ρ〉 equally affects all items in the network. On the other hand, the time
of entry ti dampens the growth of items that enter the network late and increases
the growth of earlier items. This phenomena is often referred to as the ‘first mover’s
advantage’, and in the context of crowdsourcing a growing network, items entered
earlier in the system accrue more questions than later items.
Using the local estimate of item degree to derive the global degree distribution of
the network, we find




















defines an item i’s cumulative distribution function. Solving (4.8) for the time of
















(1 + ηt)− 1
η
 . (4.9)
Entry times ti of items into the network follow a distribution proportional to 〈ρ〉
uniformly through time.
P (ti = t) ∝ 〈ρ〉 ,
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Figure 4.2: Agreement of theoretical predictions of network growth with simulations for
several different choices of parameters.
and after normalizing we discover the time of entry follows a uniform distribution.




















Differentiating (4.10) with respect to k uncovers the degree distribution:
∂P (ki < k)
∂k












Our theoretical analysis is supported by simulations of growing question networks.
We conducted 5, 000 simulations and recorded the degree distribution P (k) and degree
k of items across different values of exploration rate η and time of item entry ti.
Figure 4.2(a) validates the slower rate of question accrual for late arriving items, and
Fig. 4.2(b) shows the degree distribution’s match to theory by the collapse of each
curve over multiple values of η.
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4.2.2 Probability matching algorithm for grow-
ing question sets and nets
Most algorithms for steering workers toward tasks choose questions by defining
a metric that captures important characteristics in the system. For example, algo-
rithms stressing accuracy often build metrics that reward higher numbers of answers
for questions, achieving a p-value below a pre-defined threshold, or diminishing the
variance of questions.
The framework of probability matching, specifically Thompson sampling [34] (TS),
is one of the most powerful ways to efficiently choose from a set of dynamic options
when choices must be made with limited information. Unlike greedy algorithms, one
of the strengths of TS is that its stochastic nature prevents choosing locally optimal
questions only.
To Thompson sample from a set of options, one assumes a random variable X
which follows a distribution ϕ(x | θi(t)), where θi(t) is a set of parameters specific to
i at time t. One draws an xi(t) for each option i and selects the option j with the
smallest x (or largest x, depending on what x represents), j = arg mini xi(t). After
option j is played (the worker’s answer is received), the parameters for option j are
updated. Often x is a Bernoulli random variable and it is natural for ϕ to be the
conjugate Beta distribution with parameters α, β which are updated depending on
whether x = 0 or x = 1.
For specific problems, TS depends on an appropriate reward function. In the
context of crowdsourcing, one generally cannot verify the accuracy of crowd answers,
so the best choice is to reward certainty or consensus. If the crowd is consistent in their
responses for a given question, then that implies the question is being answered as
well as possible under current conditions. Thus, in contrast to the Bernoulli Bandit
problems typically studied with TS, we do not want to reward ‘yes’ answers over
‘no’ answers only. Instead, we want to reward choices that lower the crowdsourcer’s
measure of uncertainty for questions.
A natural measure of uncertainty for a categorical random variable is the Shannon
entropy. However, efficiency is important to a crowdsourcer. If a question has 200 re-
sponses which are evenly split, that is very different than a question with 2 responses
which is also evenly split, despite having the same entropy. Generally, the crowd-
sourcer would prefer to assign a worker to the latter question, as there is greater hope
of lowering its uncertainty and the crowdsourcer is not spending further resources on
a question which is unlikely to be informative.
This argument guides us to choosing a metric involving both the total number
of answers to a question and how evenly distributed those answers were over the
categories of that question. We introduce a metric called link bias (d) that is sensitive
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to the uncertainty of a question, but unlike entropy, also accounts for the total number
of answers. To begin, the multinomial distribution, with C − 1 parameters, naturally
models the distribution of a general question’s total number of answers T across
C possible outcomes, and the Dirichlet distribution, conjugate to the multinomial,
can estimate the parameters of the multinomial. Since we expect no available prior
information, a non-informative prior can be used. In the case of two categories, which
we focus on, the Dirichlet distribution reduces to the Beta distribution (B(α, β)).
In order to define question uncertainty, we need a reference point. At a question’s
peak uncertainty, workers have answered evenly among the question’s (C) categories
causing an equal proportion of answers per category. In our binary case (C = 2), this
corresponds to a proportion of 1/C = 1/2. We transform the proportion of answers
for question (i, j) to the distance from maximum uncertainty with d ≡
∣∣∣12 − pij(1)∣∣∣,
where pij(1) is the fraction of ‘1’ or ‘yes’ or ‘true’ answers. When pij ∼ B(α, β), the
probability density of d becomes
ϕ(d |α, β) = (1− 2d)
α−1(1 + 2d)β−1 + (1 + 2d)α−1(1− 2d)β−1
B (α, β) 2α+β−2 , (4.12)
where for simplicity the dependence of α, β on (i, j) has been suppressed. Intuitively,
a low link bias (d ≈ 0) is given to questions undecided by the majority yet (a uniform
proportion of answers in each category), while a high link bias (at most d = 1/2) tells
us the link was decided unanimously.
However, the link bias alone may not sufficiently steer the crowdsourcer to choose
questions with a lower number of answers. If needed, we can combine a preference
for sampling questions with a low number of answers, with a preference for question
that are uncertain, by weighting (4.12) by the current number of answers to define a
new ‘weighted phi’ metric ϕN :
ϕN(d | α, β) ≡ Nijϕ(d |α, β)∑
uv∈E Nuv
(4.13)
where Nij is the total number of answers to question (i, j) at the time of sampling.
Thompson sampling of questions via ϕ or via ϕN defines the two probability
matching algorithms we propose. These algorithms handle growing networks of ques-
tions automatically and are general enough to be applicable for problems without
graphical relations between questions. We will conduct experiments on growing ques-
tion networks testing the relative performance of both algorithms, and comparing
them to other baseline strategies, such as randomly choosing questions.
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4.3 Experiments
We conducted two experiments to test the theoretical analysis and the Thompson
sampling methods. For the first experiment, we superimposed two distinct network
structures onto a previously conducted crowdsourcing task [103] where questions have
been time-ordered to mimic a growing question network, and used this to test three
different question selection algorithms. The second experiment used a new synonymy
proposal task we performed on the Mechanical Turk crowdsourcing platform [94], and
exemplifies a true growing question network.
4.3.1 Experiment 1
In order to determine the effectiveness of choosing questions based on link bias, we
first performed a four-armed experiment using the Recognizing Textual Entailment
(RTE) dataset [103], a set of 8, 000 binary answers (0 or 1) over a set of 800 unique
questions.
For simulating question growth, we superimposed graph structures onto the ques-
tion set to link the 800 questions together. We built 5, 000 Erdős-Rényi (ER) and
Barabasi-Albert (BA) networks [121]. These two options represent the extremes of
network structure, and were chosen to test the robustness of question selection algo-
rithms over different networks. An ER network [51] (specifically the G(n,m) formu-
lation) starts with a set of N nodes and 0 links; a pre-specified number of links M




pairs of nodes. In contrast, the BA network [14] starts with 2 nodes joined by a
single link, nodes are added one at a time until all N nodes are placed, and each new
node attaches to m0 existing nodes in the network. New nodes attach to an existing
node i with probability ki/
∑
n∈N kn, a mechanism that is often called preferential
attachment.
For simulation purposes, each ER network realization must contain exactly 400
nodes, 800 links, and be connected. BA networks are connected by design; we still
enforced the same number of nodes (400) and links (800) as the ER networks. Each
simulated crowdsourcing was initialized with one question (a link in the network
connecting two corresponding item) chosen at random from the underlying network.
During the simulated crowdsourcing, workers answer a question with a 1 with prob-
ability equal to the proportion of 1’s observed in the original RTE dataset for that
question, otherwise the worker answers 0. Next, and with probability 〈ρ〉, a new
node (item) is introduced into the network by selecting randomly from the unseen
neighbors of either i or j within that simulation’s graph2. If there are no new items to
2This differs slightly from the analytic null model because there is no 〈γ〉. Instead, two links are
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add corresponding to the selected question, this iteration is undone and the algorithm
continues. All simulations were run with 〈ρ〉 = 0.20 and 6, 000 time steps.
Simulations were performed independently for each of four arms. The condition
of each arm governs how questions are selected by the simulated crowdsourcer:
Random: The first arm of the experiment had a condition where questions were
chosen randomly from the pool of already visited edges.
Looping: The second arm uses a looping question selection algorithm. The first edge
that entered the system is answered by a worker, then the second edge in the
system is given to a worker, then the third edge and so on. When the algorithm
reaches the most recent edge entered into the system it starts again from the
oldest edge.
Thompson sampling with ϕ: The third arm uses Thompson sampling to select
edges based on smallest link bias (ϕ).
Thompson sampling with ϕN : As in the third arm but links are Thompson sam-
pled with ϕN instead of ϕ.
This experiment can demonstrate the strengths and weaknesses of selecting links
based on ϕN versus random, looping, and ϕ edge selection. Results of Experiment 1
are presented in Sec. 4.4 and Fig. 4.4.
4.3.2 Experiment 2
This double-armed experiment created a growing question network from scratch,
and evaluated the ϕN -based sampling versus random sampling. We paid workers on
Amazon’s Mechanical Turk crowdsourcing platform [94, 27] to participate in a syn-
onymy validation and proposal experiment. Synonymy proposal is a good test
application for the frameworks we study because workers can easily understand the
task and are likely to be capable of proposing new questions (by suggesting new syn-
onyms). Of course, data on synonymy relations are available in lexical resources such
as WordNet [116], which may be used in this specific task for assessing the accuracy
of proposed synonyms, but our goal with this task is validation and comparison of
the frameworks. In Experiment 2, each worker completes up to 100 synonymy tasks
being compensated at $0.04 USD per task. Each synonymy task gives a pair of words
to a worker and asks whether or not they are synonyms. After they answer either
‘yes’ or ‘no’, we allow the worker to suggest additional synonyms for each word of the
given pair, or a single synonym associated with the combined word pair (Fig. 4.3).
formed automatically if the newly introduced item is linked to both i and j in the imposed network.
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The question selection algorithm draws from all previous worker suggestions, and
delivers a question to the next queued worker. The random arm chooses links using
the same methodology as the random arm from Experiment 1, while the second arm
selects links according to Thompson sampling of ϕN . Results for Experiment 2 are
presented in Sec. 4.4 and Fig. 4.5.
4.3.3 Evaluation metrics
For the first experiment, we measure five attributes to decide the superior question

















the fraction of items and the fraction of questions seen at time t, respectively, where
V (t) (E(t)) denote the number of items (questions) at time t, V (∞) (E(∞)) denote
the total number of items (questions) at the end of the experiment, and 1 is the
indicator function.
Next, we record the entropy S and expected link bias d¯ averaged over all currently
visible questions to quantify uncertainty in the network:
















where pij(x) is the (laplace-smoothed) fraction of binary answers of x for question
(i, j).
The final evaluation metric, mean answer density, measures how well covered each














Figure 4.4 displays the five evaluation metrics associated with Experiment 1, av-
eraged over the 5, 000 ER and BA networks. We denote this average with 〈·〉. The
ϕN selection algorithm outperforms all others in exploration and uncertainty metrics
across ER and BA networks. This selection algorithm explored more of the network,
and faster, as evidenced by 〈fedges〉 and 〈fnodes〉, although all methods perform well
along these measures. A lower 〈S〉 and higher 〈ϕ〉 compared with the other algorithms
showed ϕN -based sampling suppresses uncertainty. Although the ϕN algorithm per-
formed well on these metrics, 〈A〉 fell below other algorithms in the BA network.
The overall performance of ϕN -sampling in experimental simulation nominates it as
an ideal candidate for Experiment 2’s more realistic setting.
Experiment 2’s random and probability sampled arms ended with 8, 000 and 7, 840
answers provided by 279 and 324 workers, respectively. Figure 4.5 shows the con-
structed random and sampled synonym networks. Qualitatively, we see that items
are more evenly connected by questions in the probability sampled arm than in the
random arm (Fig. 4.5(a) vs. Fig. 4.5(b)).
Quantitatively, in Fig. 4.5(c) the probability sampling algorithm discovered more
questions and items than the random algorithm (1963 and 927 versus 3103 and 1464),





questions proposed (0.86 or 0.18 versus 0.84 or 0.20). Other features comparing the
two networks are also informative: The graph eccentricity (10.86 vs 10.47), shortest-
path length (5.68 vs 5.14), and clustering coefficient (0.29 vs 0.27) all describe the
sampled network as more spread out compared with random. On average, the proba-
bility sampling algorithm was more efficient than the random sampling algorithm in
terms of the number of times workers had to answer each question: 〈A〉 = 2.52 for
the sampling algorithm compared with 〈A〉 = 4.07 for random. Taken together, the
sampling algorithm maintained a comparable level of certainty in the network with
far fewer answers on average than the random algorithm.
In general, the sampling algorithm achieved much higher rates of exploration than
random while sacrificing only a marginal degree of confidence in question responses.
4.5 Discussion
We study the problem of efficient assignment of crowdsourcing tasks to workers
when those workers are able to propose tasks themselves. Using workers to contribute
new tasks and not merely perform predetermined tasks helps unlock the true potential
of crowdsourcing. We formulate a growing question network model for this problem,
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prove theoretical properties of this system, and develop and validate Thompson sam-
pling algorithms that can guide workers to grow the network efficiently, while only
sacrificing minimal confidence in labels.
Modeling the evolution of the uncontrolled question network teaches us how to
better design crowdsourcing policies. For example, by monitoring the innovation rate
(ρ) and exploration rate (η) of the growing question network, a crowdsourcer may be
able to better and more efficiently control the question network as it grows. At the
same time, the rich-get-richer growth of items (older items are attached to a larger
fraction of questions), implies that crowdsourcers should pay special attention to the
newest items entering the network, to balance out this bias.
Thompson sampling is fast, easy to implement, and flexible enough to capture the
preferences of different crowdsourcers, but it is only one potential policy for question
selection. More rigorous question selection techniques can be implemented which may
outperform the proposed techniques, but with potentially more restrictions. Further,
statistical inference of question parameters and worker features [163], based on ex-
tensions of the null model analyzed in Sec. 4.2.2, can be used by the crowdsourcer to
better pair workers with questions.
In the future we will address more detailed schemes for question selection. Ques-
tions that contain more than a binary (1/0) should be further investigated, although
the only adaptation of the above selection scheme is in the choice of metric to Thomp-
son sample from. Different network structures may lend themselves to different prob-
lems, and assessing the accuracy of the network inferred by the crowdsourcing will
also be investigated.
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Figure 4.5: Comparison of question networks for the synonymy proposal task under random




In this thesis we show how weighted networks play a crucial role in (i) infras-
tructure vulnerability, (ii) the study of social phenomena, and (iii) crowd sourcing
and control of human labor. In chapter 2, we demonstrate the additional difficul-
ties of constructing robust power grid networks when finite-size effects are important
enough to consider. Building on previous work we relate the robustness of a mi-
crogrid, weighted by the length of connections, to classical results of infrastructure
vulnerability and show that nodes (loads) that carry many connections are also the
most vulnerable. Chapter 3 focuses on how our perceptions of causality differ from
everyday text on the social network twitter, reemphasizing how the intensity of our
connections to one another mold our viewpoints. We find key linguistic factors, in-
cluding emotional state, differentiate causal language from random conversation and
conclude further work in causality must account for emotional bias. Our final look
at weighted networks in chapter 4 delved into crowdsourcing and the efficient use
of willing volunteers to complete simple tasks. We model a system of objects and
ask humans whether or not two object in the system should be linked. After they
answer the given question, they are allowed to contribute new potential objects and
connection to the system. Finally, this chapter demonstrates sampling techniques are
able to efficiently control this evolving, weighted, crowdsourced network.
This thesis establishes three novel projects, tied together using weighted network
models and supports future work in micro grid construction, the emotional content of
causal statements on a social network, and the efficient control of a group of workers
toward solving a hidden set of tasks.
5.1 Weighted network science
Random networks have served as an important tool in discovering similar struc-
tures across many scientific disciplines. One of the most important structural char-
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acteristics of networks, the scale-free property, shows how many different types of
networks all exhibit a similar behavior. Weighted networks build on these guiding
principles by considering the intensity of links between two objects, rather than just
a simple connection.
In this thesis we show how percolation theory, the study of building and breaking
of a system, can suggest important structural characteristics in the construction of
microgrid technology. The microgrid could have been modeled without weighted net-
works, but must less intuitively. A step in a different direction, we find an emotional
pattern to causality that could only have been found using the twitter social network.
Even though we do not use the explicit intensity of social links between users, all our
analysis springs from the underlying heterogeneity of human interaction that Gra-
novetter showed weighted networks easily capture. A capstone of weighted networks
and human ingenuity, the weighted network model is responsible for controlling a
group of workers to explore an unknown system. Again a more traditional Markov
Decision process could model this phenomena, but this type of model would have
more awkward formulation compared to the weighted network suggesting a weighted
network as a more natural model.
Statistical models of networks and on networks open up flexible ways to analyze
a variety of data. Although this thesis used weighted networks as the objects of
study, recent advancement in weighted networks focus on how to connect variables in
a system to solve more complicated statistical models. A plethora of work in this area
has revealed powerful new methods to study causal and highly correlated statistical
models.
This work also looked exclusively at weighting the links of a network, but they’re
are no restrictions on weighting nodes also. Commonly referred to as a node’s
strength, weighting nodes is normally done by first weighting links and next weighting
each node by summing up those link weights that are connected corresponding nodes.
Scientists have looked into the statistical distribution of node strength hoping to con-
nect this to specific network functions. Furthermore, setting each link weight to one
recovers the traditional node degree and we see then node strength is a generalization.
5.2 Implications of this work
This thesis offers new ways to power our country using weighted network analysis,
new insights into our social perceptions of causality, and combines lessons from the
two former projects and proposes a new, weighted network, model for the efficient
use of an online human workforce. Micro-grid analysis, in chapter 2 further supports
the discussion of the traditional utilities role in our energy supply, and how local
energy use can take over. Studying our causal perceptions, on a large social network,
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from a more emotive standpoint offers an alternative view to the classic study of
people’s causal perceptions of known physical phenomena. Finally, we combine the
weighted network analysis with human ingenuity to discover a new way the online
workforce can contribute toward scientific goals or complex problems, and set out
to prove dynamic weighted network are well-suited for studying a group of workers
answering and contributing tasks to a system.
5.2.1 Implications to Power Grid economics
Our work in the powergrid shows that weighted networks resolves difficulties con-
necting residential houses together into a microgrid, and brings into question the
utility companies role in energy use, and whether the traditional utility should re-
structure the delivery of energy to homes and its business model. The United States
powergrid and traditional structuring of the utility connects houses and other loads
together in a hierarchical, treelike fashion. This treelike structuring of the powergrid
can lead to larger than expected losses of power during catastrophe. This thesis offers
a feasible way to construct small distributed microgrids, and future work can build
on this model to consider microgrids the next step in power grid restructuring. The
microgrid paradigm implies small residential communities use each others power as
opposed to using electricity offered from the traditional utility, draining revenue from
utility companies and changing the economics of the electricity market.
Micro-grids challenge the traditional utility in three ways: Consumers are in con-
trol of their fuel source and often choose cleaner options, economics interests restrict
the traditional utilitie’s location near fuel sources while the Micro-grid is located in
the same neighborhood it serves, and Micro-grid lends itself to smartgrid technologies
aimed at minimizing costs (with demand-side response) and maximizing reliability.
Our work further enhances this last advantage of Micro0grids by considering the
most reliable placement of powerlines in a small cluster of loads under a budget.
5.2.2 Implications to Causal perception
Second, this thesis explores how sentiment characteristics affect causal attribution
and our informal perceptions of causality. To date and to the best of our knowledge,
causal perception has been studied from a more objective standpoint, measuring peo-
ple’s written reports to physical phenomena purposely modified by the investigator.
For example scientists like Michotte and Peiget attempted to uncover objective mea-
sures of how we perceive and understand our world by recording subject’s written
reports of one ball striking another while modifying the velocities of each object.
This work showed people causally attribute the movement of the stationary object to
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the object, already in motion, that struck it. Although a great deal of work focuses on
causal attributions such as Michotte’s experiment, researchers shy away from investi-
gating how our emotions skew causal relationships. Our work shows that, as humans,
we reserve causal interpretation for strict scientific disciplines like medical research,
Natural phenomena in the news, or actions that directly effect us. In addition and un-
like experimenting with more objective physical phenomena, our emotional reaction to
observing how two objects interact determines whether we are more likely to classify
the event as causal or not. These findings imply humans mix causality with emotions,
and that our emotional state bends our perceptions of cause and effect relationships.
The role our emotions play in causal interpretation and attribution supports a more
Humean view of causality over Kant’s apriori truth, and adds emotional content to
the idea we obtain causal knowledge through covariation. Many argue against Hume’s
view that we need repeated covariation of two objects to develop causal laws. For
example, we quickly learn the causal relationship between pain and touching one’s
hand on the stove. This first time causal learning, without repeated evidence, begins
to break Hume’s view of causality. But what about emotion’s role. This thesis sug-
gests emotions play a role in causality, and if true, it is possible that the one time
experience of burning one’s hand on the stove is instead the repeated observation
that touching an object causes pain. The emotion pain links the tactile sensation
of a group of similar objects (thorns on plants, boiling oil), and appends a burning
hot stove to this set. The observation that emotions changes how we view the casual
relationship between two objects also implies that emotional content of an observer
confounds causal relationships they study, and in future work this thesis recommends
(i) experimental testing of how our emotions link causal concepts together and con-
found the observation that ‘first-time’ experiences induce causal learning in humans,
and (ii) measuring emotional state and further exploring how cause and effect co-vary
with changing sentiment.
5.2.3 Implications to Crowdsourcing
This last project combines lessons learned from the previous two projects to in-
troduce a novel model to guide the work flow of a disparate team of workers. Similar
to the Micro-grid project, we demonstrate the flexibility of weighted networks to
model many different phenomena, and like the causal perceptions project recognize
humanities creativity and attempt to harness this power.
The weighted network was a natural choice when modeling a set of objects and
their relatedness to one another. As An evolving network of worker proposed and
worker validated relationships we easily understand how the system grows by adding
nodes (a worker proposing new words) or by adding links (suggesting two already
uncovered objects are linked). This ease of interpretation as a network, and the
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ability to incorporate all the native weighted network metrics allows us to better
guide the network as it grows toward under-grown or uncertain parts of the network.
Compared to Markov decision processes, weighted networks better incorporate
system growth or the discovery of hidden components in a system. Markov decision
processes, by definition, require stating the set of all states and all possible actions a
system can take, and this very definition limits the evolution of a system outside the
possible occupied states and actions. By contrast, weighted network theory has a long
history of evolutionary dynamics and the mathematics of this growth. Expressing
crowdsourcing efforts as weighted complex networks, and allowing them to evolve,
opens up new paths outside the scope of the Markov decision process.
This project guides human creativity to uncover hidden parts of a system, and
implies that in-order to solve a problem each task to complete does not need to
be known. We also show how to model this evolutionary process with a weighted
network, and find that first-mover effects govern the way a set of humans discover the
system. Adding another human element to Crowdsourcing, we bring this field closer
to funneling the potential work a human can offer toward the task at hand. When
only considering a human’s physiological abilities to solve a problem (for instance
our ability to easily identify objects inside images), crowdsourcing wastes our other
talents. This crowdsourcing analysis and proposal to use weighted networks more
efficiently uses each human’s time and fosters creativity in the system under study.
Future work in this are can (i) develop new metrics to capture uncertainty and
exploration in evolving weighted networks (ii) develop more ways to use weighted
networks to use the human potential for guided work on a task, and (iii) explore
other human-only attributes to perform more meaningful and efficient work.
5.3 Review, contribution, and connect-
ing
This thesis studies how networks can guide infrastructure choices, serve as a re-
source to study social phenomena, and guide a crowd toward efficient exploration
and exploitation of a complex human-contributed set of tasks. We use weighted
networks to explore the feasibility of residential microgrids, finding nodes with high
degree tend to connect to more distant other nodes causing system-wide vulnerabil-
ities. This work in the power grid recommends lowering the effective distance (α)
of lines connecting distant nodes, and considering the system robustness gained by
creating more distributed, as opposed to the tree-like traditional grid, grid structures.
The thesis next shifts toward our perceptions of Causality, and we find that sentiment
plays a major role in how we perceive causal links between objects. The last work
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uses weighted network theory, and lessons learned from studying social networks, to
develop a novel way to use human ingenuity and model crowdsourcing. My work
shows that the weighted networks serves as a natural object to describe a system of
tasks for workers to complete and proposal mechanism for workers to grow the sys-
tem of tasks effectively. This thesis contributes to our current scientific knowledge on
weighted stochastic networks, and their unique application to critical infrastructure,
causal perceptions, and crowdsourcing.
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